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BELLE KRASNE 

Almost without exception, the season 's most provocative one-man 
shows have been distinguished by expressionist features-sumptuous 
use of materials and color, immediacy and boldness of effect, free
dom of attack. Not only among the Americans that we have seen 
but also among the Europeans there has been a persistent emphasis 
on these characteristics. But, of course, we see what we want to 
see, and apparently at the moment what we want to see is ex
pressionist art. Nor is this astonishing in view of recent history. 

During December, in his Columbia Bicentennial lecture, J. Rob
ert Oppenheimer incisively described the predicament of the con
temporary scientist and artist. "One thing that is new," he said, 
" is the prevalence of newness, the changing scale and scope of 
change itself, so that the world alters as we walk in it, so that the 
years of a man's life measure not some small growth or rearrange
ment or moderation of what he learned in childhood, but a great 
upheaval." I presume that no times ever seem right to the men 
who live in them, yet surely our own times ore inordinately agitated 
and jolting. Our vision cannot be adjusted to an art of stasis, 
of monumental calm, of objectivity, for we are so giddy with change 
and so inured to shock that only the most powerful impacts can 
move us. 

In Fronce the ancient classic tradition lingers on while newer 
and more violent modes develop in art. But the art of Fronce hos 
deep roots in the past. Here tradition does not baffle experiment. 
We were born with the rich taste of expressionism in our mouths. 
We ore bred on novelty-and violence. We are, by nature, prodi
gal and free. More than the French, we are disposed toward the 
expressive in art. Perhaps this explains why Dubuffet is more of a 
success in this country than he is in Fronce; it may also explain 
why our museums and galleries hove virtually ignored a significant 
and calmer aspect of French abstract art-the pure form style
which hos more than 2,000 odherents in Paris alone. Too, it may 
explain the type of exhibition in which this season has already 
abounded-exhibitions of early Vlominck and of Modigliani; of 
Von Gogh's precursor, Adolphe Monticell i; of the Blue Rider group; 
of such young Europeans as Fritz Winter and Karel Appel, and such 
Americans as Hans Hofmann, George McNeil, Ralph Rosenberg, 
lbram Lassaw and Seymour Lipton. If they hove nothing else in 
common, all of these shows hove contributed substantially to the 
prevailing expressionist climate in New York. But to be more specific, 
it is the abstract expressionist climate that prevails. 

Like every vita l movement, abstract expressionism has its due 
complement of bad painters, for it has produced some very good 
works of art and every good work of art has as its corollary a 
great prodigy of bod ones. It is not regrettable that this should be 
so; what is regrettable is that so much of this bod art claims our 
attention here in galleries and museums. 

The abstract expressionists in New York today are legion; they 
ore so active and so ubiquitous that they occupy most of our at
tention and imagination . But, of course, the movement is compelling 
-so compelling that scarcely anyone has been able to resist it: 
artists who might pursue other directions more profitably have suc
cumbed to it; dealers have adopted its members indiscriminately, 
and critics have championed it as if it were a cause. Indeed, it is 
increasingly d ifficult for an artist here to work in a personal and 
unassimilable vein : he finds the minds of dealers and critics closed 
to his work; and he f inds it difficult to maintain his independence 
if he wants to remain in close touch with his fellow art ists, since 
the circle is tightly drawn around the in-group. 

In such a curious situation, opportunism flourishes, for a would-be 
exhibitor cannot help but f eel that it is almost more advantageous 
to be a bad abstract expressionist than a good independent. The 
former at least has a sense of solidarity, an audience, a place in 
the big group shows which are organized by artists or by their 
champions. The latter is l ikely to pass unnoticed, a lonely figure on 
the scene . And the pity of it is that so many of the lonely figures 
in our midst are older men, mature artists, whose recognition is 
being pre-empted by their own pupils. Recently, when I visited the 
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third exhibition of a very young painter and asked with whom he 
had studied the gallery attendant confirmed my guess but hastened 
to assure m~: "That was long ago-four years ago." But pointers 
ore no longer mode: today they spring full -blown from the heads 
of their famous artist-teachers. 

The other day I heard a New York critic complain that our 
younger pointers ore no match for their contemporaries of t~n 
years ago. I would agree that this is a fact and not just nostalgic 
sentiment and I suspect that it is a fact because of the rise and 
gradual domination of one movement over all the others. For the 
time being, this hos put a stop to ploy or ontiphony in the realm 
of ideas and to the stimulation that such ploy invariably brings. 
Nothing challenges our imagination today and nothing provokes ex
citement among artists, not because there is nothing new under the 
sun, but because there is so little room in the scheme of things for 
something new to appear. 

Now I am not advocating a resistance movement, but I do believe 
that the climate for art today would be vostly improved if a more 
critical attitude toward abstract expressionism were adopted and if 
artists and dealers could be persuaded to take a more independent 
stand on matters of art. We should then at least be spared the 
pain of seeing at Egan's a talent such as Keith Martin's-that of 
a rococo draftsman-sacrificed at the altar of expressionism. We 
would not be exposed to paintings as unrealized as those which 
Zogboum showed this fall at the Stable. Nor would we see so 
much point slung solely for expression's sake as we did in exhibi
tions by Posilis at Urban, by Franks at Peridot and by Appel ot 
Martha Jackson. 

I do not want to give 1he impression that all of the expressionist 
shows of the season have been disappointing for several have had 
much merit. To get down to cases, in the remaining space this 

month I shall di~cuss four of this season 's shows which, for one rea
son or another, have interested me . In subsequent columns I hope 
to get around to other current shows. 

Few artists today paint pictures that involve the spectator in 
on intimate relationship, so that Ralph Rosenborg, whose thirty
ninth one-man show was recently held at the Davis Gallery, is 
something of an anomaly. The canvas is neither a stage nor an 
arena for Rosenborg : his pictures are scarcely ever larger than 
twelve by eight inches. But within a tiny compass he achieves some 
monumental effects. 

As much in love with pigment as he is with nature, Rosenborg 
paints landscapes and flowers by juxtaposing daub~ of brilliant color 
as a jeweler arranges precious stones in a setting. In his oils, the 
point is lush and buttery. Often forms are scratched into the thick 
pigment with the tip of the brush handle or of the palette knife. 
Often, too, the paint is so built and modeled as to make the picture 
resemble a relief. In watercolors, splotches of paint spread over 
the paper staining the picture, as it were, with brilliant colors or 
gray veils through which a sinuous, descriptive line :liters. 

The effect of these summary little landscapes and bouquets de
pends, to o large extent, on their scale. They would suffer from 
being enlarged. like the works of Klee-of which, in fact, they 
remind us-they are dense, compact, intimate. But unlike Klee 's 
works they are neither intellectual nor witty. For Rosenborg is 
first of all a romantic; he is, besides, a colorist, a sensualist, an 
expressionist. He is given to moods, and it is often just a transient 
mood of nature that he captures in his work. There is, among his 
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watercolors, a dark and misty scene, an envelope of murky atmos
phere, which he calls Peaceful Winter's Night. In burgeoning, seep
ing colors, he described the Approach of Spring. With o bouquet 
of colors he conveys the Frogrance of Flowers. 

Moodiness or romantiscism is perhaps most apparent in Rosen
borg 's remarkable charcoal drawings, of which there was only one 
example in the recent show . But I have hod the pleasure of seeing 
a great many of them recently in Rosenborg 's studio. The closest 
parallel that I con find for these drawings is the work of the Eng
lish romantic Samuel Palmer, whose charged and dramatic moonlit 
landscapes, filled with scraggy boles and thorny shapes, served as 
inspirations for the early landscapes of Sutherland and Piper. I 
doubt that Rosenborg is familiar with the work of Palmer-the nine
teenth-century landscopist has not enjoyed o real revival-and yet 
the correspondences between these two romantics is astonishing. 
In the work of both there ore dramatic and almost supernatural 
effects of light and dork, spikey block forms, a highly charged at
mosphere; their sense of poetic reverie is quite similar. Palmer is 
perhaps one of the most personal artists in the British school; like 

.. _....._ 

Blake, he is one of those curio:isly unossimiloble artists whose art 
stems from on intense, private vision . Rosenborg, I think, occupies 
a similar position in the American tradition. 

Of all the attempts that hove been made to metamorphose Mon
drian, Georgio Covollon 's hos been the most persistent. I hove al
ways hod the feel ing that Covallon 's work represented the submis
sion of a fairly lyric nature to a rigorous, intellectual discipline. 
Mondrian supplied the geometric structure which Cavallon modified 
and gentled, as it were, by breaking the large rectangles into small, 
patches and sobering the primaries with grays. Covallon 's earlier 
pictures look like blurred views of a city-a very dingy city. 

Now, apparently, Cavallon has decided to throw off the Dutch
man's yoke . His show at Egan 's this season seemed to be his dee-

lbr.11n Lu11.iu•: "AJ.1irh.1," brQ11;,. 
Kootz G.1/ler). 

laration of independence; it was optimistic, radiant and sensuous; 
it was his best show to date, and certainly one of the brightest and 
freshest in New York during the past two months. 

On first visiting the show I was struck by the clear and sunny 
colors which gave the whole gallery a cheerful and warm look. 
White is dominant in the new work and against it a whole range 
of brilliant colors play: gleaming yellow, orange and red, dainty 
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blues and pinks. The darker grays and blocks merely accent the 
brightness. 

This delight in color is matched by a sense of material, for Covol
lon seems to hove discovered the body in his point. He uses pig
ment abundantly in the smallest-and, I think, the best--of his 
pictures, juxtaposing oily stripes and rectangular areas of color 
with on audacity that hos been locking in his work up to now. Per
haps it is not so much on audacity as on assurance; at any rote, 
one hos the impression that in his best pictures he is beginning 
to push the point rather than just tickle it. 

Covollon lives and works in New York and frequents the New 
York School circle, and during the post year or so he hos obviously 
been affected by the pressures which I discussed earlier in this 
article, for the really dramatic changes in his work hove been a 
change in brushwork, from tight ta loose, and a corresponding 
change in structure. Whole areas of his larger pictures ore pointed 
with a free, feathery stroke which capriciously shifts its direction; 
where they were formerly small and flat, the patches ore now larger 
and they billow as if the feathery stro kes had actually piled up in 
places. To accommodate these breezily pointed areas, the whole 
geometric framework hos been relaxed. 

Up to now, Covollon hos been able to rely on the logic of geom
etry; the structure of his work hos been, so to speak, ready-mode. 
But it will be interesting to see what happens if he continues to move 
in the direction of abstract expressionism for, as I hove said, the 
pressures of the moment ore very hard to resist. Mondrian is the 
antithesis of DeKooning, yet Covollon is trying to make a merger. 
There is, in his newest work, a curious equilibrium between logos 
and eros, pure form and pure feeling, calculated composition and 
random brushwork. It is as if one side of the equation supported 
the other in a precarious balance, and like most things that ore 
precarious, these pictures hove a certain fascination. 

In some respects, lbrom lossow's recent development parallels 
that of Covollon . like Covollon, he hos been working toward a 
greater sumptuousness or sensuousness. And he too hos started 
to relax the schematic structure of his work. 

lossow's show this season was a dazzling one in the literal 
sense of the word . The chroma of his mozelike welded metal sculp
tures stood out against the gleaming white walls of the Kootz Gal
lery. Several of the pieces were free-standing; two grid-like struc
ture clung to the wall in a direct architectural relationship, and one 
piece was suspended in the air like a censer. 

A spiritual descendant of the alchemists, lossaw uses Mendeleer's 
periodic chart of elements as his palette. Recently he hos begun 
to experiment with a wider range of metals and combinations of 
metals-with silver, chromium bronze, silicon bronze and manga
nese bronze. Welded into proliferating forms, these rich materials 
hove on almost molten appearance in the work itself. One slender 
branch seems to slither into the next, while little lumps and irregu
larities lend on organic look to the sculptures, suggesting that they 
hove sprouted of biological rather than esthetic necessity. Excres
cences and nodules enrich the surfaces, and so do chemical baths 
which encrust them with jewel-like compounds, with eruptions of 
green, turquoise and red-gold. 

lossow aims to express spirit through material and he wonts to 
unite the two concepts in art as he feels they ore united in life. But 
unfortunately he is not always able to transcend his material. The 
opulence, the gorgeousness, of this new work strike one immediately, 
but too often the attractiveness of the work is merely that of the 
material out of which the work hos been mode . The transcendent 
quality that we seek in a work of art-the quality that transforms 
material into art-is present in only two of the recent pieces. The 
others leave us with nothing so much as on impression of cleverly 
manipulated metal. 

The structure of Lossow's best work, like the structure of on ex
panding universe to which it corresponds, is orderly but surprising. 
His is a proximate geometry rather than the precise Euclidion geo
metry of, let us soy, Mondrian, Richard Lippold or Sidney Gordin. 
But as long as he retains a quasi-formal structure, he succeeds in 
conveying a sense of outer space, a sense of energetic relation
ships within space. 

It is when he abandons the logic of geometry that he runs into 
problems of a formal nature, and these, I think, ore clearly demon
strated in the recent piece coiled Erinnys. Erinnys is a twisting 
baroque labyrinth, rather like a three-dimensional Pollock, suggest-
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ing two flgures locked in combat. It is a restless piece, a tangle of 
metal, and one has the feeling that it conveys the sculptor 's strug· 
g le to find a form for his material. But essentially it is a sculptural 
problem, not a solution . 

This is not the case in works where Lassaw has made a given 
geometric order his point of departure. Ahasa, the suspended sculp· 
ture I mentioned a moment ago, is nearly crystalline in shape . 
Lodged in its heart is a purple crystal cluster, a core of color 
trapped between the metal prongs. Light catches the piece; it 
glitters as it pricks at t he air around it; it drifts like a pendant in 
the sky or like a twinkling star. Ahoso is a mesmerizing object and 
I think that it is a religious object, a new kind of ikon for modern 
man to contemplate . Myrrha, too, is a devotional piece. The god· 
dess Myrrha is The Patroness, and appropriately the sculpture, 
Myrrho, has a hieratic quality; it stands erect, six feet tall, stately 
and balanced. Its two roughly rectangular ports intersect, sug
gesting two constellations crossing each other's path in the vast 
sky and fusing to form a new galaxy. These ore the best of Las· 
saw's recent sculptures and they are among the most beautiful and 
successful of the sculptures that I hove seen this season. 

Leaving behind expressionism, I should like to mention a rather 
anachronistic show, of such a reticent charm that it might almost 
escape unnoticed in any reckoning of the more insistently up-to-date 
attractions at the galleries. The show, Leon Hartl's at Peridot, com· 
prised o series of paintings-fragile, lyrical flower pieces and still· 
lifes, all in on impressionist mode. 

Hortl's affinity for impressionism is no doubt explained by the 
fact that he is French by birth and extremely gentle by nature. One 
might find correspondences between his park scenes and Prender
gast's or between his and Arnold Friedman's flower pieces. But he 
carries impressionism to a more lyric pitch than either of these 
Americans. And his tender pictures ore affecting because he him· 
self is so deeply affected by what he paints. 

Hortl's world is circumscribed and he stays within its bounds. He 
loves flowers and food. What Frenchman does not? He a lso 
loves women and children. And it is these things that he loves 
best that he paints almost obsessively, rendering them, as it were, 
as so many dim memories or dreams of reality, as pale or faded 
fantasies. Each of his pictures is composed of little spots of color 
and each spot is loaded with white, so that the picture emerges 
as if from a haze or a fine veil of gauze. Perhaps the veiled effect 
is Hortl's device for unifying his paintings; at any rate, it serves 
o lyric purpose for in blurring the images it heightens the nostalgic 
mood that he creates. 

It is the special merit of some Frenchmen to deal in sentiment 
without entering the realm of sentimentality. Boucher, at his best, 
knew where to draw the line and so did Renoir. Cobonel and 
Bougvereav never did. If Hartl manages to avoid sentimental ity or 
cloying sweetness, it is because he paints what he sees, and what 
he sees does not titillate him, it moves him. He is, above all, faith · 
ful to his personal vis ion. 

It is his fidelity to the image, in fact, that distinguishes him from 
such on artist as Bonnard, to whom he might otherwise be compared. 
Bonnord was interested in translating visual reality into flat areas 
of color; he painted flowers and fruit, not for the sake of them· 
selves, nor for the sake of poetry, but for the sake of the picture
that is, for the sake of the relationships of colors and patterns. 
Hartl, however, is more interested in the hedge rose and lilac per se 
than he is in the formal aspects of picture-making. 

Though he has none of Redon's mysticism, Hartl does resemble 
Redon in his attitude to flowers. Like Redon, he is entranced by 
the delicacy, the color, the ephemeral beauty of blossoms. Indeed, 
in his show, it was the flower pieces that delighted me most-parti
cularly the tittle canvas titled A 8ott/e, a Vose and a Bosket of 
Flowers, a rendering of roses and bluettes, their pale colors an
swered by passages of yellow and blue-gray. Hartl himself, I un
derstand, has a flair for arranging cut flowers into exquisite, old
fashioned nosegays; he is, besides, a chef of the first order. It is 
no wonder, then, that he points with such affection not just the 
sweetest of bouquets but also fish, fruit and bottles of what we can 
only assume to be good vintage French wines. It is true that he 
is only a minor lyricist and that he sings the some refrain in paint
ing ofter painting, year after year, but his song is undeniably a 
dulcet one. 
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MUSIC 
PETER YATES 

"For there are only two possibilities ot convincing someone of an 
ortist's greatness: the first and better way is to perform his work; 
the second, which I am forced to use, is to transmit my belief in 
this work to others. "-Schoenberg writing about Mahler. 
The Fables of La Fontaine translated by Marianne Moore; New York; 
The Viking Press; 19 54. 

The Collected Poems by Marrianne Moore is a small book. As if 
this had been her lifework, she received for it prizes and, what 
counts more, much praise. The Fables of La Fontaine, translated by 
Marianne Moore, is a large book, even larger than the complete 
volume of The Cantos by Ezra Pound. la Fontaine's lifework, though 
not his only writing, Miss Moore devoted to it some six years of her 
own life; as a result of which she hos received, so for as I have read 
among the reviewers, only limited praise, qualified by the sort of 
dispraise that must make any praise so qualified seem scarcely 
worth while. 

I hod thought to review the Fables in verse, as they deserve; my 
head hummed with syllabic cadences in her own sort of contriving; 
but when I set these down on paper I saw that, if what hod been 
ringing in my head may have been her firm vowels and hard , shape
ly consonants, I hod caught less and my own. Writers of a unique 
style tempt us to this sort of parodic eulogy. So I withdrew, murmur
ing her sentence, at the beginning of the Foreword, "Acknowledg
ments other than performance are artless, besides running the risk 
of incriminating rather than honoring." 

What I wanted to soy, what I wished to say in verse, because 
verse is itself a manner of yea-saying, was something other than 
criticism. like the criticism I prefer to write it would be on apology 
for my own enjoyment. Marianne Moore admittedly knows more 
English than French; in translating, with the advice of Horry Levin, 
she is accused of not getting all La Fontaine's French into her Eng
lish . Such criticism loses the enjoyment of her workmanship while 
pointing out what might foil to be flow. 

A beetle, who was creeping on the Owl 's tree, 
Overheard Miss Horned Owl quote old Armadillo 

And remarked: "Not very good. 
She hod better keep to the language of her wood." 

The small, brittle fellow, 
Wearing o sort of shell and believing by that degree 

Armor-clod Armadillos must speak Beetle, 
Moy have thought himself sharper than Miss Owl. 
He wasn't-didn't catch what Miss Owl said, 

Only beetle-browsing in his own head-
Knew the language of insects, not of larger fowl. 

To each critic the error he deserves. 
Miss Marianne Moore, under a tricorn hot one observes 
As o horned owl, and her tree our cultural estate, 
Where with o sharp-beaked, taloned, quiet concentrate 
She sits blinking the sun she did not invite. 
Owls hunt in darkness where their eyes discover 
Furred small-legs slipping under grosses, pitilessly hover 
To catch what o critic cannot see in the daylight. 

Our cultural estate : it may be o pork, but to be an estate and 
not o forest, that one may be lost in, it must be walled by a style. 
Wherever there is a style some part of our estate hos been preserved 
by election from natural selection. We like to think that a style tells 
about us what we like to believe about ourselves, o redundant way 
of returning to whatever we began with. A style tells the best of 
what we might have to say for ourselves, if we knew how. 

Elegant, urbane election 
Sets the cords out every day, 
Whereas natural selection 
Hazards in the run of play. 
Science surely, solely science 
Cannot scold such art for warning, 
When the haphazard of denyings 
Flashes bare bone at the scorning. 

Style is an art of refusals, some will tell us; it is also everything 
that gets inside. In the Pompadour's gardens new plants were set 
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out every day from the immense, industrious royal greenhouses. 
One thinks of such artifice when reading our contemporary, clever 
magazines. The style of Marianne Moore, elegant and rustic and 
sophisticated with croft, stands up and holds together like a good 
stone wall. Eye and touch con feel over it with pleasure. Her ar
rangement of our language serves very well to recapture the ele
gance of a court, than which none was more elegant, and the fabu
list's plain speech and common sense with which lo Fontaine enter
tained and pleased, while he reproached, his sun-court of brutes, 
furred, feathered, and still human behind the beasts' masks. She is 
less angry, less bitter, but she does not hide his bitterness. 

lo Fontaine was a moralist; his reproaches hit us as well. The 
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art is ta make the beasts speak, the words strike; to curb the 
moralist's violence to on epigrammatic formality, out of which small 
voices powerfully banter. So now I quote her, and you moy ob
serve how she moves: 

" Fearing that his wife 's tongue might cause him discomfiture, 
A husband dug a pitfall; woke her with, 'Heavens! Torture! 

Oh, what shall I do? Pained and more! 
Ye gods! I've loid an egg!'-'An egg?'- ' See here, 

to be sure, 
It is still warm. Protect me. Could I ever endure 
To hear myself called hen I Remember, honor bound!' 

His wife 's uncertain ground 
Matrimonially made her swear 

That she would guard his secret, and with the utmost care; 
But her word was untrustworthy-
like darkness but temporary!" 

.. . and so it fl ies on, in th is case with more exclamation points than 
she, or la Fontaine, generally uses . Or take the Dedication, the 
principal dedication, there ore several, to His Royal Highness, the 
Dauphin: 

"I sing when Aesop's wand animates my lyre. 
Make-believe is here in its antique attire
Insight confirmed by direct observation; 
Even fish speak . As each finds expression, 
Animals enact my universal theme, 
Educating man, fantasist though I seem." 

la Fontaine may have written better, but not better English . 
.. * • 

Composition With Twelve Tones related only to one another by 
Joseph Macmillan; 1954. 

A natural history approach to the musical evolution of Arnold 
Schoenberg may begin by dividing his career into five periods, as 
I have done formerly; or into four periods, as proposed by Richard 
S. Hill in mentioning my notes for the Kalisch recordings of the four 
quartets; or in some other way that may seem pertinent to the con
sequence. The most obvious, for a naive onlooker, would be a divi
sion into two periods, the first a voyage out from late nineteenth 
century chromaticism beginning with the early songs and String 
Sextet ( 1899) and ending with the non-tonality-I prefer in spite 
of misconceptions the accepted word, atonality--of the Six little 
Piano Pieces, opus 19 ( 1911 ), Pierrot Luna ire (1912), and the tiny 
Herzgewaechse (1915) . 

Die glueckliche Hand (1913) may be regarded as the last step 
in a wrong direction, the overt expressionism of Erwartung ( 1909) 
and the First Chamber Symphony ( 1906), vivid new music, though 
composed forty years ago, which fascinates and repels us-already 
as distant and foreign to our experience as Kandinsky's painting. 

The central fact of Schoenberg 's evolution is a gradual elimina
tion of the unnecessary, a discovery of the basic motif out of which 
music may be constructed. Such basic shapes, constinuously varied, 
combine in audible structures wh ich, however, small, are as suffi
cient in size or content as larger structures. like Wagner, Schoen
berg taught himself by analyzing music, disregarding any previously 
established, arbitrary directives for the guidance of composers. 

The first period closed with the start of the first World War and 
may have been ended by it when the composer was called to 
military service. The second period began in 1923 with the Five 
Piano Pieces, opus 23, and the Serenade for seven instruments wilh 
baritone voice, opus 24. Between the two periods the composer 
hod endured eight years of creative silence. Considering that he 
had been composing uninterruptedly, if by some standards slowly, 
since the mid-1890 's and was to continue regular composition at 
the same pace from 1923 until his death in 19 51, these eight years 
stand for something more than the effect of war upon the composer's 
sensibilities. These years were a laboratory period, a time of with
drawal and reconsideration, out of which emerged in 1923 the 
somewhat improvisational first works of a new art, a voyage back 
from post-romanticism to classicism, a rethin king of the essentials of 
musical composition, consol idated by the theoretically revolutionary 
statement of what Schoenberg called the Method of Composing 
with Twelve Tones related only to one another. 

The title, so widely misrepresented and misunderstood, so often 
falsely quoted, in wrong terminology, as a theory of composition, 
was chosen by Schoenberg with his unfailing care for words as 
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It is something of o paradox that the world 
has long pointed to the United States as a classic 
example of both political democracy and social 
inequality. Indeed, as political freedom hos 
diminished in large areas of the globe and 
color discrimination arouses even more bitter 
resentment with the decline of colonialism, the 
United States hos become the object of much 
critical examination. 

While observers most concerned with political 
freedom and economic and technological ad
vances have been favorable in their comments 
on United States institutions, observers more 
concerned with group relations and the prob
lems of social equality have often been highly 
critical. What both groups have tended to over
look is that in recent years the United States has 
applied the identical machinery that operates 
its political democracy to effect considerable 
improvement in its traditional pattern of social 
discrimination. 

Indeed, it already seems safe to soy that in 
the "contest" between the implications of politi
cal democracy in the United States and the 
implications of its system of unequal social status 
based in part on custom and in part on law, 
the former are prevailing over the latter. The 
issue is certainly not fully settled. Yet, unless 
there is o sudden and sharp reversal, all present 
trends show the "contest" resulting in a clear
cut, if not uniform, victory for the principles of 
democracy over those of inequality. Such o vic
torv will serve also to demonstrate that legisla
tive and legal techniques can effectively reduce 
and even eradicate deeply rooted prejudices 
and habits . 

While discrimination in any form is itself un
democratic (although there are theorists and 
groups who have held that the milder forms of 
it ore wholly compatible with democracy where 
everyone has the right to express his tastes) its 
most injurious aspect is economic. Before equal
ity of status and other minority rights can be 
assured, it is above all essential to remove the 
barriers to earning a living and other impedi
ments which block anyone from attaining the 
more desirable professions and vocations . 

In deve loping relations with other people, all 
of us are constantly making choices on the basis 
of more or less conscious deliberation . We select 
this person over that one as o friend; we adopt 
attitudes towards others ranging from love to 
hostility; we choose to be intimate with this 
acquaintance and prefer to remain more formal 
with that one. In one sense this process might 
be called discrimination, since by it we select 

one among several courses of action and exclude 
others. But so long as this selection is based 
upon consideration of the individual qualities of 
other persons, we do not call it " discrimination " 
in the sense in which this word is used in the 
analysis of group relations. 

Consider now another sort of selection. Sup
pose o man to select his friends, or the neigh
borhood in which he will live, or the school his 
children will attend, in such a way as to bring 
him and his family into as little contact as pos
sible with individuals of o certain religion, na
tionality, social class, or skin color. 

Suppose further that he arrives at these deci
sions not by evaluating the merits or demerits 
of members of these groups but simply on t he 
basis of his dislike or fear of those groups as 
such; or, as is often the case, on the basis of his 
belief that a// the members of o particular group 
are inferior to him or unworthy of his association. 
Such a person can be called prejudiced. 

This person groups and evaluates people on 
the basis of trai ts which hove no validity, ac
cording to the scientific data we now hove, a s 
an index to individual intelligence, taste, capac
ity to learn, or to such qualities as honesty, trust
worthiness, ambition, and so on. Nevertheless, 
the actions of o person who makes such preju
diced judgments is not discrimination in the sense 
in which the word is used here, although it usual
ly leads to it. 

Discrimination, in this sense, is not simply on 
attitude or on opinion, although it may be (and 
usually is) based upon either or both. Discrim i
nation, rather, is a specific act, a deliberate 
attempt to exclude some individuals from some
thing desirable because they are presumed (cor
rectly or incorrectly) to belong to o certain group. 
The groups that are most often the objects of 
discrimination are identified by religion, national 
origin, color, language, and social class. 

Discrimination on such grounds means the 
denial of o right or privilege to a person on the 
ground of his presumptive membership in some 
group, regardless of his individual qualities. We 
may accept the following brief definition given 
by the United Nations Sub-Commission on Pre
vention of Discrimination and Protection of Mi
norities : " . .. discrimination includes any con
duct based on o distinction mode on grounds of 
natural or social categories, which have no rela
tion either to individual capacities or merits, or 
concrete behavior of the individual person. " 

Discrimination, then , is on overt act usually, 
although not necessarily, derived from on atti
tude of prejudice . We soy " not necessarily" 
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THE SHELL AS A SPACE ENCLOSER 

by FELrx CANDELA 

The most wovoratir<' strucwre in Mexiro wdav i.1 not another gort•mmenr 
building. u;hich \lexico has learned to do ad11urabl,. or part of the l,'nirersily 
Citr gruup. u:hfrh a.~ a projert has astonished the w.1rld, bur a church-one 
s11 ,1011ri11!( rmd w1mltipful that it brings to 111•w Li/(' the rountrr's history of 
temple a11d rhurd1 b11 ild1>rs. 

At <1 tim(• rd1e11 Me.tico is tl1rowin1t off it.~ awkward 10!.e of roncrrtc. anil 
the .\tel'l 111•1work is 110 longer u rarity 1111m1 a ltind.1cape hem•y with grid 
concrete frames, there appears poracloxiculll a w11rk u.1i11g a minimum of steel 
and bringin{l cancrett• to ne11; glon·. 

The Ch11rd1 of the l!ilagrosn wns designed br panish·bt1rn architer·t Felix 
f.andclu. remembered /11r his ~m-ercd wagon-shaped r:osmic Rav Porilion at 
L nfr(•nitv Cit)'. and other concrete 1hcll strurtures. All .mrfa1·e.< 11/ the church 
art• hi perlmlir. paraboloids. with stre.1,t•s so Luu: thut steel re'nforcemcnt i.s 
used wincipallr , ,, maintain the wet concrete and prcrcnt rrark1. 

Th i• rhurch u·ns dc.1ignecl in a wc1•k ancl ccdruluted later. Candela beliei·es 
tht• mHh that the concrete ,,hell is u11 ub1tr11St' prubhm requiring endlc.,s cal· 
ruilltion.1 uriw.1 from the fact that todcn's architt•ct~ do not build. tht·v unly 
draw. "/ hure nut i11 1•e11ted a11vthinf[. I hure applied uni)' ordinary knowledge. 
I hm·e used one furm in .1e1·eral combinations:' 

The exu/,1'f1mce of these combinutions is enough to makt> fur Candela u 
menwruble place in Mexico's architecture. 

The essential function of architecture is to limit a certain volume 
from the non-architectural extent of open space, so that within it 
man may develop his living activities undisturbed by weather in
clemencies. The unique feature which distinguishes architecture 
from other plastic arts is precisely this dealing with internal hollow 
space. From the shape of this inner space and the constructive 
methods used to enclose it, a classification of architectural styles 
more rational than those based on mere bidimensional formalism of 
facades and decoration could be established . 

When man has been confronted with the vaulting problem, he 
has developed the most impressive and noble examples of archi
tecture in each epoch, and has generally succeeded in finding forms 
and methods which could overcome the limitations and fully profit 
by the properties of the available permanent materials. 

It has been always desirable to observe natural examples in 
search of inspiration to solve a certain vaulting problem, but this 
inquiry has never been more pertinent than now when a mono
lithic material which can be cast in any desired form has become 
of common use in building . Reinforced concrete is not only very 
akin to the stuff of natural shells, but it has even the advantage of 
being able to withstand substantial tensile stresses. These proper
ties of continuity and tensile strength of reinforced concrete place 
before us a unique opportunity to emulate the distinctive economy 
of material of natural methods of enclosing space. 

Nature's most usual way of performing this function is by means 
of either rigid shells or elastic membranes. Since this second 
form can hardly be considered as architectonic, "shell" remains a 
synonym of space encloser and the title of this essay appears to be 
somewhat redundan~ 

But proper shells cannot have any form . The first lesson we may 
learn from Nature is that its stone shells are always doubly curved. 
The reason for this fact becomes obvious considering the advantage 
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of avoiding bending moments in petrous materials. The triangular 
distribution of stresses on the cross-section brought about by this 
form of solicitation-which is always wasteful in any kind of mate
rial-is most inconvenient in biresistant materials where the tensile 
strength is but a small fraction of the compressive resistance, and 
the loading capacity of the cross-section is exhausted as soon as 
that lower value is reached at the extreme fiber in tension . This 
avoidance of bending and, on the whole, the resistant function 
depend mainly on the form. 

As Professor Belluzzi intuitively explains in his book " Scienza 
delle Construzioni," doubly curved surfaces of unextensible mate
rial always assume a membrane state of stresses. Bending can only 
appear in them after extensional strains very much in excess of 
the elastic limit. For instance, a concentrated load acting at any 
given point of a spherical shell can only produce a dent if the 
circles immediately around the considered point elongate materially; 
a condition easily attainable in a rubber ball built of very extensible 
material, but virtually impossible in a concrete dome as long as the 
direct stresses along the circles adjoining the point may remain low. 

Consequently, it is senseless to extend the funicular concept to 
surfaces, developing the kind of shapes known in Spanish as "vela
rias" (which means the form of sails). The behavior of a membrane 
is substantially different from that of a chain or thread. The latter 
will bend under the load, looking for the curve of equilibrium; but 
a membrane, as long as it may be a doubly curved surface built 
of unextensible material, has an immutable form and will always be 
in equilibrium without bending whatever its form and load condi
tion. On account of these factors, doubly curved shells can be built 
as thin as it is practically possible and they don 't generally require 
stiffening ribs . 

This is not the case with cylindrical shells or, in general , devel
opable surfaces. They are exposed to important bending moments 
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in direction normal to straight generators, since they depend only 
on the bending ond torsional resistance of the lomino to maintain 
the shape of the directrix between stiffeners ogoinst oll possible 
distributions of load. Therefore, they must be given o substantial 
thickness, losing thus the right to be considered os proper shells 
whose essential characteristic is the inexistence of bending moments. 

It is interesting to investigate the cause whereof these intuitive 
principles which ore o matter of fact in other technical fields, os in 
the fabrication of cor bodies, hove been but reluctantly recognized 
ond put to use in the building industry. Though planes rarely appear 
in noturol structures ond even less right dihedral angles, we ore 
stubbornly persisting in building cubic shells. And this is especially 
striking when such wasteful ond extrovogont structures ore applied 
to cover huge spaces, os in the 700 foot square Convention Holl 
proposed for Chicago by Mies van der Rohe. The sole mention 
of this name brings us at once to the first of such causes, which 
is the more or less conscious clossicol convictions of most designers 
ond builders. 

It is worthy to note, because of the implications which moy be 
found between this fact ond the octuol stole of the problem, :·hot 
Greek architecture which is considered classical por excellence, 
was not interested in vaulting or, in general, in confined space. It 
con be even said that it wos not architecture at oll, but only a 
particular kind of sculpture. Its forms were developed to be seen 
from outside and, besides, they were not the consequence of a con
structive logic, but imposed by ritual ond for symbolic reasons on 
the only permanent material the Greek builders hod ot their dis
posal. lintel structures, copied from the traditional forms of early 
wooden temples, happen to be a most absurd and illogical way of 
building with stone. They con only be explained as sophisticated 
interpretations of wooden buildings in stone; that is, as sculpture. 

Yet, this very particular and artificial manner of conceiving archi
tecture pervaded throughout western architectural styles (in alliance 
with Greek thought) hindering every attempt to establish a true 
building art. Indeed, Gothic architecture, which-being one of the 
few successful essays to escape these osphixioting concepts-re
mains as on isolated example of lucidity in the history of western 
building, was nevertheless considered on incult and barbaric art 
for many generations. To be witnessed, the several attempts of 
Gothic revivalism hove stopped ot the external and decorative as
pect of the problem, without seeking to understand the deep sig
nificance of Gothic building, its intimate combination of structure 
ond expression. 

It is no wonder that the twentieth century architectural revolu
tion wos also unable to free itself from the some classical vices of 
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origin and, blinded by them, to reach the bottom of the question. 
ft won an easy victory against decorative mediums that long years 
of misuse hod turned obsolete, but the classical skeleton remained 
untouched. It was a classical revolution against classic art. Perret, 
whose great influence on the pioneers of the so-called International 
Style cannot be underestimated, was a classicist. His unconcealed 
aim was to build classic structures in concrete. 

It suffices to read Giedion 's chapter on Le Corbusier (Space, 
Time and Architecture) to see clearly the misunderstanding of the 
role of structure in orchitecturof composition prevailing among the 
early innovators. Demonstrating a basic ignorance of the character
istics and proper behavior of the new material, it was claimed that 
"ferroconcrete is the instrument for the expression in architecture 
of the new ideas," and that " open planning" was mode possible 
or was almost a consequence of " those properties of t he support
ing framework or reinforced concrete which make the disposition 
of inner walls a matter of choice." But reinforced concrete skeleton 
frame, to which these quotations refer, is a structural composition 
almost as inconsistent as the stone lintel, being also an unimagina
tive copy of wood or steel structures in concrete. This material 
is not appropriate to work in bending, cost in prismatic members 
in which oil the material under the neutral axis is but dead load . 
Mistaking the mere possibilities of the material for its real proper
ties, there was laid the basis for the non-architectural formalism 
commanding modern composition, despite the literary claims of 
functionalism of early times. 

The monstrous and unjustified growth of the window, with its 
artificial subdivisions following patterns dictated by pictorial art, 
and the fashion of murofism ore but manifestations of the desperate 
struggle to substitute the abolished mediums of expression; to create 
a new symbolism, a new language able to enliven the aridness of 
the remaining naked cubic masses. All this is related to the much 
discussed need of expression of contemporary architecture. But, 
is there anything worthy to be expressed in our t imes? Perhaps our 
only task could be reduced to developing structural forms suited ro 
the new materials, just on the chance that future generations may 
have something to tell with them. 

Quoting the older aphorism " Function creates the organ" (which 
curiously enough links the words that name both outstanding trends 
of the modern movement) a well-known postulate of functionalism 
states that " Form follows function." But architecture is not made 
with words, and in the practical application of both sentences it 
is often forgotten that the creation of new forms can only toke place 
by means of structure. 

Unfortunately, as a consequence of the artificial subdivision of 
(Co"til111ed 011 Pagt 32) 
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THE LAYMAN DISCUSSES MODERN ART (2) 

Jules Langsner 

The loymon who wonders into o museum, or who hoppens to 
glonce through the poges of on ort mogozine, is likely to confront 
a bewildering diversity of pictures ond sculptures, oll of which 
fall under the heading "modern art" but few, if ony, of which he 
moy be oble to recd. This stote of offoirs is not due \·o perversity 
on the port of the ortist (as some loymen ore inclined to suspect), 
nor is the failure of the layman to respond perceptively a result of 
native incopocity (os some advocotes of modern ort ore prone to 
procloim). And while it moy simplify motters to divide the species 
visually into lugheods ond eggheods, the onolysis is singulorly 
unhelpful when dealing with individuols frustroted in their efforts 
to share the rewards of modern ort. 

The notion thot on impermeoble convos curtoin seporotes the 
creotive modern ortist ond the oudience-ot-lorge is not supported 
by evidence recently t·ncovered in on experimental discussion proj
ect sponsored by the Fund for Adult Educotion of the Ford Founda
tion. It was the goal of this project to make modern art accessible 
to the layman by changing the conditions of the learning experience. 
Instead of reverting the loyman to the dependent position of a 
pupil seated ot the foot of authority, he wos precipitated into os
suming the responsibility of engaging in o joint inquiry, through 
discussion, with a group of his peers. As a result of testing some 
280 laymen of varying ages, income levels, and educational and 
occupational bockgrounds in 12 test groups in Southern California, 
odditionol light hos been cost onto the obscure processes leoding 
to the attainment of visual insight. 

Why is the discussi~n situation helpful in springing loose the 
copacity to ottain visual insight? The psychology of visual insight is 
a complex offoir, but it might be profitoble to sort out some of 

the clues goined in this experiment in the art education of laymen. 
Art experience for the contemporary observer is complicated on 
the one hand by the intrusion of a variegated accumulation of 
art since the time of the cove dweller, ond on the other by congeries 
of memories, wishes, ideos, ottitudes, beliefs, any of which, or all 
of which, might be involved in the response to art. Discussion can 
be instrumental in making the experience of art meaningful becouse 
it touches, now directly, now indirectly, on the full gamut of the 
percipient's potentiol for response. 

Discussion enables the loymon to escape from the grip of " per
sistent error." That is to soy the spectator tends to channel his 
response to a given work of ort, or school of ort, unconsciously re
peoting o response poltern olreody established. If perception of on 
ortwork is misdirected, some woy must be found to block the 
chonnelled response, directing it more oppropriotely. Insight, os 
often os not, follows the discovery that one's perception does not 
in fact occord with the quolities of the object under inspection . 
By verbolizing whet he believes he sees the discussont may recog
nize the extent to which his own weighting is brought to beer. It 
is not at oll uncommon for o porticipont to stop short in the middle 
of an observation, suddenly discovering how his view of the object 
oppears to the eyes of others. In other words, by using the group 
os o sounding boord, the loyman is provided with morgin for error, 
without which insight connot be expected to emerge to the surface. 

Permissiveness of discussion omong similor kinds of people, simi
lorly motivoted, essentiolly sterling with the some equipment, elim
inates the need for defense borriers erected by mony loymen when 
confronted by culturol phenomeno for which they hove not been 
prepored. The volue of permissive discussion for the ottoinment 
of insight is succinctly stated by one porticipont-" Discussion ol
lows free ploy for the expression of doubts, perplexity, differences 
of opinion. From this give ond toke one gets not only greater un
derstanding but it hos o greeter ond more losting impoct becouse 
of the personol porticipotion ." 

The grip of persistent error is further weokened by the Socrotic 
procedures inherent in good discussion. Directing o question to
word o porticipont holding o different point of view may clorify 
one's own position. Answering questions aimed at oneself may 
require o new ossessment of the object being discussed. Because 
discussions ore not controlled tightly by a proselytizing authority, 
questions germane to the needs of the group tend to be roised. 
This convergence on the loymon 's needs, rother than the experts, 
is expressed by one participant, who reports-

"Questions ore roised in this method which would not otherwise 
orise, and I om then curious for, and much more receptive to, such 
answers as moy be provided. Without the discussion method, if these 
answers were given " cold," I would not understand their signifi
cance. Knowing the solution to a problem is no good if you don ' t 
know what the problem is and the discussion method helps in moking 
us aware of the problem or question." 

This experiment in the art educotion of laymen disclosed the 
presence of on imperative need to osk questions about modern 
ort. Mony porticiponts hod attended lectures on art, ottoched them
selves regularly to gallery tours, tried their hond at introductory 
books on modern ort, or enrolled in academic ort appreciation 
courses without getting the messoge. They felt they were not in a 
position to osk the kinds of questions they would hove liked to ask. 
More frequently than not it was a molter of " exposing " oneself, 
a reluctonce to oppeor visuolly illiterote. In the permissive atmos
phere of a discussion group there is no threat of implicit censure. 
Participants, as they get the " feel" of the discussion situotion, ore 
released from inhibitory restraints . Thus, by being free to question, 
the viewer sheds those defensive reactions tho! barred his realiz
ing fully his experience of a work of ort. Equolly importont for 
his attaining visuol insight, the layman develops o questioning atti
tude os port of his response pottern. 

Another facet of the discussion of art thot must be token into 
occount is the stimulus to fringe ossociotions. Meaningful response 
to art may come from unsuspected sources, does not emerge in 
oll its richness by adhering rigidly to overt logic. Discussions, 
sometimes to the dismay of porticiponts, moy wonder off the main 



track, ideas and impressions seeming to floa t i:i a sea of non se
quiturs. Fringe associations may streor:i across the consciousne~s 

of a listener to a lecture, or the viewer of a pointing, but chances 
ore against their being mode explicit and pursued to see what 
may turn up. They ore transient phenomena, and usually ore quickly 
forgotten. Persons unaccustomed to topping the aggregate riches 
of the unconscious seldom ore prepared to toke advantage of ~he 
suggestions that may simmer to the surface of consciousness. Or 
if creatively gifted in some field other than that of art, they ore 
unprepared to use their creative resources as spectators. Ideas and 
impressions bouncing bock and forth in a discussion sometimes act 
as the equivalent of the associative process within a single indi
vidual. Out of seemingly confused and irrelevant discussion the 
moment of insight may " pop" for one member of the group. What 
ostensibly hod not been the liveliest or most coherent session may 
thus end by being highly productive. The fluidity of the discussion 
situation, possibly offensive to rules of logic, is psychologically rel
evant. Associations fringing the response to art open the hatch to 
the unconscious, thereby serving to crystallize visual insights. Ir• 
this regard, group discussion of art differs significantly from dis
cussion of issues. It has been transformed into a tool helping the 
attainment of personal discovery as well as being a method for 
investigating on area of knowledge . 

It is a sign of the acute viewer that he is alert to the unexpected, 
and discussion provides increased chance for the unexpected to 
make its appearance. The individual's power of observation is 
sharpened by exposure to a group bringing to the examination of 
on art object many kinds of sensibility, training, life situation. The 
unexpected crops up in the discussion of art by laymen because, 
contrary to common belief, laymen do not respond uniformly, or 
for that matter within restricted limits. The fact that modern art is 
diverse, presents different modes of vision, multiplies the likeli
hood of a diversity of responses. A serene, meticulous geometric 
pointing by Ben Nicholson, for example, may arouse the enthu
siasm of only one or two members of the group. However, the 
fact that someone articulates a meaningful response in direct ref
erence to the work hos the effect of opening the eyes, at least 
partially, of those persons who may hove found Nicholson cold 
or baffling . Similarly, the kind of person who responds warmly to 
Soutine, and perhaps found Nicholson deprived, reveals a facet 
of modern art to the group as much by emotional identification with 
Soutine as by the perceptiveness of his response. 

The value of the unexpected resulting from contributions by per
sons of differing sensibilities was recognized in almost all coses 
by group members. In the words of one porticipant-"ln a dis
cussion group a person has the opportunity to hear many different 
points of view. Paintings that originally had meant nothing to me 
come to life ofter hearing the comments of others and seeing how 
they respond to them. Through the discussion method we looked 
at art through many eyes-and therefore gained a b roader under
standing of art." A carry-over of this intrusion of the unexpected 
observation is that individuals ore more likely to hunt out the un
expected for themselves, if only to gain the approbation of follow 
discussants . Group approval is a prime force in motivating the 
participant to discover those unique qualities distinguishing a par
ticular work or the qualities common to a school. Consequently 
there hos been on increase of receptivity to the shadings of a rt 
experience. 

Receptivity to new experience, of course, is a key to attaining 
visual insight. Our society, characterized by extraordinarily rapid 
change, places the audience for art in on anomalous position. New 
ideas and technical developments confront people constantly while 
the need for continuity of values remains a powerful psychic force . 
The announcement of a new development in physics, or a major dis
covery in medicine, may not be fully comprehended, but the im
plication that society somehow will be better off in some obscure 
way allows the individual to accommodate himself to these addi
tions. Change in science and technology now is accepted as the 
norm. A comparable receptivity to innovation in art is less com
mon, though cultural patterns ore changing rapidly, more people 
being predisposed to developments in modern art than perhaps is 

generally suspected. To cope with new kinds of art experience; 
the individual necessarily falls bock upon attitudes and responses 
that hove enabled him to deal with comparable situations in the 
post. Discussion helps to recast the mental set towards change in 
art, and as a consequence participants ore more receptive to un
familiar visual expressions. 

If the viewer does not know how to respond, if he lacks the 
cues for ordering his experience, he necessarily behoves in the 
only ways possible to him: what he cannot cope with he ovoids, 
resists, or accepts as a challenge. The viewer who ovoids coming 
to terms with modern art is screened out of the discussion simply 
because he is not motivated to participate. The problem, then, 
is one of transforming resistance to a posture of accepting modern 
art as a challenge to be mastered. The mechanism of resistance 
may vary, depending on personality, its equilibrium, its flexibility, 
its resources. This experiment in the discussion of art, however, 
hos established the fact that, granted a willingness to participate 
in d iscussion, resistance to modern art is readily accessible to 
modification. In large measure it's a matter of replacing insecurity 
with confidence in one's capacity to function effectively as an art 
observer. One participant stated it this way-" ( learned what is 
perhaps most important, confidence to undertake the analysis and 
to achieve a judgement, exacl'ly from the group experience since I 
could see these other people daring to commit themselves." 

Resistance frequently retreats into hostile passivity, a defiant 
attitude that soys, in effect, " Well, here I om, now let's see the 
picture do something to me." Some kind of excitation is necessary 
to shift the observer from this negative passivity, in which he does 
little more than allow the work to register on the retina, to directing 
his potential capacity for engaging the work actively. The presence 
of other laymen adding their personal mite to the discussion helps 
to expunge the passive resistance of the person who hod looked 
upon modern art as some kind of a witches brew. The change 
from resistance to personal discovery can be startlingly dramatic, 
as in this reoction-" My dear anonymous questioner: Five weeks 
ago I thought that modern art, especially abstractions, was intended 
for on elite in-group composed mostly of frail young men with 
tapering fingers, and spectacled women who hod only lately given 
up Dionetics, Yoga, or Harry Emerson Fosdick. I wish I could de
scribe the way I feel now. Is is something like lhe experience I 
had as a child when I was given my first pair of glosses and dis
covered that the blobs of green on trees were leaves, that people 
hod eyelashes, and that the rim of the horizon was not sixty yards 
down the street. " 

There is a difference between the quality, or kind, of discovery 
that is handed over neatly tied in on attractive package by on ex
pert and the participant's frequently clumsy efforts to uncover in
sights for himself. Thrashing about in a fluid discussion with others 
who may be equally at sea may create feelings of insecurity and 
uncertainty. Yet the struggle to arrive at meaningful understandinq 
possesses the vital element of personal discovery, and therefor~ is 
more likely to remain a possession, to stick to one's ribs, than ob
servations predigested by someone else . By effort expended, emo
tional, intellectual, perceptual effort, the participant makes the d is
covery his own. It falls into a place that accords with his capacities 
and needs, which may be distant indeed from the needs and capa
cities of the expert. 

By finding his way-through the stimulus of discussion-the parti
cipant gains a sense of adventure, of exploring a fascinating and 
challenging world as if for the first time. Thus ideas and experience 
of art ore surrounded with a qual ity of zest, of delight, of gratifica
tion, instead of being encircled by anxiety, apprehension and dis
trust. In order to respond fully to the art object, the viewer must 
be "at home " in the context of art experience. As the discussions 
gain momentum, participants acquire the skills necessary for meet
ing new art experience on favorable terms. 

It may seem paradoxical that group activity provides the im
petus to the emergence of personal awareness. Yet instead of par
ticipants seeking to conform to on orthodox pattern of response, 
as might be expected, the permissiveness of the situation encour
ages finding one's own wa y. This psychological climate depends, 
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METAL SCULPTURE-HARRY BERTOIA 

"The .,ru/ptor ol tmlm i~ /iii11f{ ill an a~c of industry and .1hou/d tulit• udrnnwge u/ 
it. Jn "" u'llrk thi.1 '111m 1t·ith 1lre 1tet•l mill. 1 take thl~ rnu: material. heat treat 1t 

1dth bru11:e a11d atlirr 111/on 11nd pmr ide u lt•xcure and a lasting mrfan·. Tlw.1e 
metal part.1 arr then 11> plllced in rt'fotion to l'11rh other 11s to 11111/ot• th1• mo.it of anr 
gi1 en .1r111r1•."'- 8ert11ia 

This relatively small building by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill , for !he 
Manufacturers Trust Company in New York, represents not only a fresh 
point of view in banking architecture but is an excellent example of what 
happens when the architect works intelligently and cooperatively with the 
artist. The exterior of the structure is entirely of glass set in polished alum
inum frames, but the focal point of the main banking floor is the great 
70-foot long, 16-foot high, metal sculpture by Harry Bertoia. It is par
ticularly significant that in this case, at least, the architect was responsible 
for the general conception and the selection of the artist. Bertoia worked 
in close collaboration with the designers of the building, and while in no 
way compromising his own creative directions succeeded beautifully in 
integrating his contribution within the whole so that one could not exist 
successfully without the other. 
The screen was assembled from seven ma jor sections with panels arranged 
in six vertical tiers and held in place by steel connecting bars. The texture 
and the gold and bronze tones of the panels were achieved by \using 
brass, copper and nickel to the smooth surface of Ya inch enameling steel. 
This brazing process was accomplished with an acetylene torch and weld
ing rods of various compositions. Illumination of the wonderfully intricate 
construction is by adjustable brackets concealed behind aluminum plates 
in the translucent vinyl plastic ceiling developed by the Marlux Corporation . 



l.ou er left: A Jeliu1te sadpt111· ·d mt';/ Jec11r.itio11 is J/IJpendeJ ol'er the 
e.1c"alator in the 111<1i11 b . .ml:ing room. '' f / 1J light in //'eight and ft·eling .md linear 
in co111pos1tio11 ,111J offers the .~re11h.1t powh/c contras/ to the mtt.ssire screen." 
-Bntoi.t 
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House by Kenneth S. Wing, Architect 

Edward A. Killingsworth, Associate 



The intimacy of family life with three small children in combination 
with the frequent entertainment of groups, wos o major consideration 
in the planning of this project. The building, on a small lot 
in on area of concentrated development, is of necessity compact. 
Overlooking Alamitos Bay, the lot is 40x80. All lots in \he 
area ore small, valuable and greatly in demand. The approach is 
from a narrow street. 
The solution to the problem was made with all possible directness, with 
emphasis on the minimum of circulation area. All ports of 
the house ore related visually to the Boy, and the terrace hos been 
built out as an actual part of the waterfront. A garden patio 
offering protection from the prevailing breeze and privacy 
from the street also provides additional living and dining space. 
Employing clear lighthearted color throughout, and a predominance 
of smooth, easily-managed textures in cabinet work and fixtures, 
an atmosphere of relaxed, unhurried living was achieved. The 
exterior is of bleached redwood and plaster, with a composition and 
gravel roof. Radiant heating is provided, and the interior includes 
a brick fireplace and hearth with a sheet metal, freestanding 
hood, random-width oak paneling in the living area, acoustical 
ceilings in the corridor and casual room, and upstairs the 
ceilings ore of pointed wood sheathing. 
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HILLSIDE HOUSE 

By Thornton M. Abell, Architect 

William E. Stimmel, Associate 

This house was designed for a small shelf that 
lies on the curve of a street in the hills. Its view 
is of western Los Angeles and Santo Monico Boy. 
To accommodate a pool at the property's widest 
side a concrete block wall was designed to fol
low the curve of the street. This retaining wall 
also becomes one side of the living room and 
fireplace; its continuous sweep also gives greater 
visual dimension to the small house. 
The house was designed for minimum dining 
requirements-a small kitchen with dining coun
ter. The second bedroom was required only for 
guests so it was included as port of the living 
room with ceiling-height sliding panels to close 
it. The same sliding panels can close the kitchen 
from the living room. 
The floor of the car port is 5 V2 feet above the 
floor of the house: half of the area below the 
car port is to be used for storage-the ground 
level under the s.-e. half of the car port hos been 
lowered to allow headroom for a garden supply 
and work area. 
Materials to be used in the house are : concrete 
block retaining wall, stained concrete floor, plas
ter inside and out on walls and ceilings, acoustic 
treatment on sliding panels, wood roof fascia, 
composition roofing, and a corrugated plastic 
roof to shelter the entrance. 
Steel sliding gloss doors provide access to the 
pool terrace; aside from this sliding unit, all 
ventilation is provided by gloss louvers. 
The enclosed area of the house, excluding the 
car port, is 820 square feet. 

l 
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HANDTHROWN CERAMICS 

Bowl. umbt>r red1Ll'tio11 glazl' 
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House in Mexico by Juan Sordo Madaleno, Architect 

Furniture designe d by Clara Parset 

The exuberance, which appears to be present in most Mexican 
architecture, regardless of the structural simplicities, is seen here in 
the plan. Interpenetration of house and garden is reiterated in 
various transitional areas: the unwalled living room extending out 
from the main living room, and the unroofed living area, 
where privacy of walls is desired in a sunny space for relaxation. 
The large swimming pool, which is the key to the design, 
continues into the house. Roofed and unroofed ports 
are separated by sliding glass. 
Steel is used for supporting columns, cased in concrete, 
and ceilings are reinforced concrete. Some of the walls are of 
Tabasco mahogany in 10" width. 
Furniture throughout was designed by Clara Porset, and is based on 
typical Mexican village furniture in use for centuries. 
The curved Mexican butaque and also the throne chair have seats of 
hemp, cane or typical Mexican materials. 
The plan utilizes with great skill the sloping terrain. 
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Design Studio by Ter ry W a ters 

The project was designed as a completely de
mountable and portable structure to be used as 
a designer's studio. It was necessary that it 
be very light and strong with a maximum control 
of ventilation, sunlight and view when desired . 

,· 

Six pipe columns hove one inch jock screws on 
the bottom end which give eighteen inches cf 
vertical adjustment. The site, as pictured, is 
rocky. The bracing has been accomplished by 
means of six airplane control cables with ad· 
justoble turnbuckles; the floor is of a luminum 
channel decking over steel beams. The roof of 
yellow canvas is laced on; all walls are trans· 
lucent and ore of laminated plastic clamped be
tween a one inch angle and a one inch flat 
bar. The plastic con be changed to suit both 
the mood and the environment. The fascia beams 
and spondrel beams are 18'6" long; the rear 
doors 5 '9" high, and the highest wall is 6' 8". 
Each of the 1 2 doors is 3' wide. The structure 
hos already withstood 75 m.p.h. winds which 
tore the roo's off the conventional build ings; and 
it hos been found to be a very pleasant place 
in which to work. Roof and walls can be re
moved for storage or shipment in one hour by 
two men. The steel frame can be completely 
dismantled by two men in two hours. 
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Small Apartment by Raymond Kappe, Architect 

This six-unit apartment is located on a hillside lot where several existing trees 
provide each apartment with shaded outdoor living areas. In order to have the 
maximum number of trees and enable the second floor apartments to use the roofs 
of the first floor apartment for decks a massing of a two-story element w ith 
two jutting out lower apartments was developed. The carport roof is 
used as a deck for the first apartment with all other first floor apartments having 
outdoor terraces. The rotating orientation, the trees, and some fonces 
provide screening and privacy for each of the outdoor areas . 
In such a pion it was necessary for economy to have a typical apartment 
design that could be rotated . In oil units, the wardrobe between the living room and 
bedroom is movable enabling the tenant to use the space os he desires. 
The framing system employs both post and beams and conventional framing 
methods. The upper floor has exposed beams and 2" sheathing , the lower 
floor drywall ceilings with bolts at 4' o .c. The exposed structural 
members ore redwood used in combination with redwood siding, concrete blocks and 
plaster. All exterior materials ore left natural except for a few small areas where 
the plaster is pointed. Emphasis has been given to horizontal pattern with 
trellises and colored panels providing direction and height variation. 
Roof decks are made of duck boards laid on the grovel roofing in pattern with 
the planting boxes and grovel. 



House in Australia 

by Kenneth McDonald, Architect 

The form of this house resul ts from a requirement 
to raise the main l iving area in order to secure a view 
and the placing of the carport and servonts' 
quarters under the bedroom wing. The outcome 
is a split-level house fitting into the contours of the 
land and a butterfly-roof providing low ceilings 
over the living room and bedrooms. 
In winter the entire house is flooded with sunshine 
coming in under the eaves and through the internal 
skylight where the penetration of the sun rays 
may be controlled by adjustable solid louvers. In 
summer all gloss walls, except for about 1 1/2 hours, 
ore in total shade. 
The roof is lined internally with sheets of corrugated 
aluminum to reflect the sun's rays. The ceiling 
hos sheets of fiberwood supported on long strops 
to prevent the usual warping of this material 
with 4" of rockwool insulation between them. 

fl'"OTOGRAPHS BY WOLP'GANG &IEYCfllll AND NORMAN IKI N 



Small House in Florida by J. West, Architect 

This small house now under construction has been 
designed for a couple who plan to retire and 
will later build a guest house to be used by their 
grown children and friends. Situated on a small inlet 
of the Withlocoochee River, the house faces 
the river to the south and at the same time opens 
up to the protected view of large live oaks and 
pines to the north. 
The structure consists of regularly spaced steel pipe 
columns welded to wide flange steel beams. The floor 
is terrazzo; interior partitions ore mahogany 
plywood; exterior walls, a buff colored concrete 
block and the ceiling, painted plywood. 
The space is essentially one with two utility cores 
dividing it into various functional areas. One core 
which demarcates the sleeping-study area is made up 
of the bathroom, heater room, closets and 
electrical built-ins for the living area. The other 
separates the entrance from the kitchen-dining 
area and incorporates interior and exterior storage, 
refrigerator and kitchen electrical built-ins. 
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MUSIC 
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terms and tokens of thought. Its very form is a representation of 
the method, an Antecedent or Basic Shape (Method of Composing 
with Twelve Tones and a Consequent, completing the theme by ex
tension or development of its basic shape (related only to one 
another). 

The principle rediscovers a root-form of Western music-making; 
you will find it at the start of Aston's Hornpype and Byrd's Walsing
ham in elementary presentation. To this idea of continuous variation, 
that reaches its apex in Bach's Art of Fugue, Schoenberg added a 
second principle: The tones are bound not to a key but only to 
each other; a tonality may appear or it may not. Or the harmony 
may prefer another method; the vagrant spirits of Jacob Handel, 
John Bull, and Gesualdo must have leapt to hear it. If, recognizing 
the present state of music, one wishes to compose beyond the limits 
of tonality, to preserve the full chromatic palette and a structural 
order not less than that of classical tonality, here is a method by 
which music without a key may be composed. He called this process 
the Emancipation of the Dissonance. He did not create ~he twelve
tone method, he told us November 1949, during his last lecture, 
at the University of California, Los Angeles; the method was there 
to be discovered, and he only wondered that some of his contem
poraries had not, of necessity, come to it before him. 

Often, insistently and sadly, he explained that the Method of 
Composing with Twelve Tones is not a formula by which anyone 
can make music. Like that perennial revolutionary, Johann Sebastian 
Bach, he was a profound conservative. He did not enjoy novelty 
for its own sake; in art as in words he analyzed os he composed, 
explored to the roots and rested every utterance upon authority. 
He made his art a spiritual message, demanding of it both formal 
accuracy and inward truth. 

In a letter to Nicholas Slonimsky he wrote : "The Method of Com
posing with Twelve Tones hod hod many first steps. The flrst step 
was taken about December, 1914, or at the beginning of 1915, 
when I sketched a symphony, the last part of which became the 
Jakobsleiter, but which has never been continued. The Scherzo of 
this symphony was based on a theme consisting of the twelve tones. 
But this was only one of the themes. I was still far away from the 
idea of using such a basic theme as a unifying means for a whole 
work. After that I was always occupied with the aim of basing 
the structure of my music consciously on a unifying idea, which pro
duced not only all the other ideas but also regulated their accom
paniment and the chords, the harmonies. There were many at
tempts to accomplish this, but very little of it was finished or pub
lished. Suddenly I became conscious of the real purpose of my 
efforts: it was unity and order which led me this way unconsciously. 
It was neither a straight way, nor did it arise through mannerism, 
as often happens with revolutions in art. Personally I hate being 
called a revolutionary, which I am not ... " That, in a few words, 
is the composer's story of his eight years of silence. 

In too simple language the first-period Schoenberg may be de
scribed as a Wagnerian who avoided Mahler's prolixity by study
ing, as Mahler would not, the "tiny-work" of Brahms; as a Lisztian 
who was tempted by the successes of Richard Strauss but saved 
himself by preferring the small, translucent spaciousness of Debussy. 
In the classical German tradition he would not exploit tone-color 
at the cost of structure, but going outside the late-romantic pseudo
classicism of his German contemporaries he recovered through im
pressionism an awareness of the silences of Beethoven. Silence 
would become a principal architectonic component of his later 
music, as it was to be, first, a critical element of its economy. By 
a stroke of truth Schoenberg gave up the apologetic struggle to 
preserve tonality at the same time that he returned to essential 
structure as not only the origin but the meaning of musical {arm. 

The critic like the common listener seldom takes into account 
the effect of time-lags in musical evolution. The musicologist sees 
them only in a distant past. Sebastian Bach was not revolutionary 
in his own lifetime; his radical influence began when Haydn, Mozart, 
and Beethoven became aware of his music, tempered by the more 
normal influence of Handel. By the beginning of the present cen
tury Bach's complete works were in print. Two hundred years after 
his death a small part of this music, generously adapted to a differ
ent manner of hearing and performing, has became reasonably 
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well known. The Art of Fugue and Musical Offering were first per
formed in 1927. Most of us can remember when everybody first 
began hearing with enthusiasm the Goldberg Variations, the Bran
denburg Concertos. Bach's Suites and Partitas, though everywhere 
well spoken of, have been acclimatized to no audience. I have been 
roundly abused for inflicting upon an audience the entire 48 Prel
udes and Fugues, three to an evening, through a series of sixteen 
concerts. The art of Bach has remained unaccepted, intransigent 
and revolutionary, in every generation since his death. The time-lag 
has not ended that cuts us off from his full influence. 

Before such a Himalayan perspective the time-lag in accepting 
Schoenberg is still small. To appreciate it more accurately, let me 
point out that, for the general critic and listener, Schoenberg's atonal 
music written in the years 1909-12 has become during the last 
decade only marginally acceptable. A number of the principal works 
composed after 1912 have been recorded, not all yet available, 
including two issues of the four quartets, but they are not yet 
well known. 

Or to mark the time-lag by still another comparative dimension: 
the date of Stravinsky's Petrouchka is 1911 and of Rite of Spring 
1913. The entire career of Igor Stravinsky has occurred during the 
time-lag in our present acceptance of the mature art of Schoenberg. 

My experience in presenting publicly the major works by Bartok 
and by Schoenberg before either was accepted leads me to believe 
that this time-lag may be crossed rather quickly, within no more 
than the next decade. What will be the effect on the music of 
other twentieth century composers when this forty-year time-lag has 
been overcome? For thirty of these forty years experts have been 
directing attention to music that is in their opinion more acceptable, 
or at least less unacceptable, have thrown up name after name as 
the "greatest living composer" or the master by whom Schoenberg's 
erratic and reprehensible influence on music may be judged. De
spite abuse and misleading arguments, and a general refusal !o 
allow performance of his works, Schoenberg's music has been pub
lished, musicians and amateurs have forced it on the public-in my 
own case, with very gratifying audience response-,his name has 
been honored and his writings read. Against every argument he has 
prevailed, and this in spite of the fact that most of his slightly more 
than 50 compositions still remain generally unknown and unheard. 

Fifty compositions! A small output for a lifetime. Unlike more 
popular composers, who are continually stimulated to production 
by demand, Schoenberg made each work a deliberate step for
ward. Deliberate, but not deliberated, this must be understood; the 
evolution emerged from the work as it was written. Schoenberg 
differs from composers of greater productivity in that he seemingly 
never wished to surround his major compositions by occasional or 
marketable productions. Perhaps it would have been better for 
him and for his admirers, if the sets of piano pieces had been pro
duced by sixes i nstead of by units; if there had been eight or 
twelve quartets, a hundred songs, two or three times as many or
chestral pieces. 

In a program note, February 1911, for the performance of his 
Three Piano Pieces, opus 11-the third of these his first atonal 
composition-, Schoenberg wrote: "I am striving towards a goal 
that seems to be certain, and I already feel the opposition that I 
shall have to overcome .... It is not lack of invention nor of lech
nical skill, nor the knowledge of the other requirements of contem
porary esthetics that has urged me to this .... I am following an 
inner compulsion that is stronger than education, stronger than my 
artistic training." 

Integrity alone, a power of will to measure and of courage to 
accept the necessity of what is willed, has held Schoenberg's reputa
tion at the forefront, unfail ing potentiality, while other reputations 
rose and fell. Such careers seem obvious enough afterwards. They 
are not easy to live. The genius of Bach and Beethoven was ac
cepted while their greatest compositions lay in the library unheard; 
the whole Mozart is a discovery of the last decade; optimists are 
now unveiling jubilantly the unknown Berlioz. Schoenberg has pre
vailed before he has been heard. It is a tribute to character, the 
thoroughbass of art. Schoenberg's art must be climbed, no matter 
how difficult the ascent, " Because it's there," as Mallory said of 
Everest. 

"The real composer writes with the ease with which one writes 
a letter ... I composed three-fourths of both the second and the 
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fourth movements of my String Quartet No. 2 in one-and-a-half 
days each. I completed the half-hour music of my opera Erwartung 
in fourteen days. Several times I wrote two or three pieces of 
Pierrot Lunaire and the song-cycle Haengende Gaerten in a day." 
Such a career involved many long, painful, doubting waits b etween 
the short periods of creative fruition. We make jokes about com
posing for posterity. The supreme composers, by necessity, have 
had to do this. But there is always a small cluster of admiration, 
musicians and amateurs with vision, who serve as ambassadors of 
posterity. Unlike Charles Ives, a genius in on unowokened culture, 
Schoenberg was never without such admirers and such friends. 

Joseph Rufer, at present lecturer on contemporary music and 
theory at the Free University of Berlin, is o pupil of Schoenberg and 
o trusted friend. His book, Composition with Twelve Notes related 
only to one another, was begun in collaboration by correspondence 
with the composer. It deals with the second great period of Schoen
berg's composition, and with the theory and practice of what is 
commonly called 12-tone music. It is the best book, the plainest, 
the least arbitrary, the most inclusive, that hos been written about 
the art of Schoenberg. For the general reader it is perhaps clearer, 
if less concentrated, than Schoenberg's own principal writing on 
the some subject, the article on 12-tone music in the collection of 
his articles published under the title Style and Idea. Rufer hos well 
salted his book with Schoenberg quotations, in italics. The English 
composer Humphrey Searle made the workmanlike translation. 

Event after the 1 2-tone method had been worked out, Schoen
berg did not return easily to composition. The strain is most evident 
in his Wind Quintet (1924). With the Suite (or Septet), opus 29 
(1927), the Variations for Orchestra (1928), and the Third String 
Quartet ( 1930), he found his direction and began the uninterrupted 
composing that ended with his death in 1951. 

THE LAYMAN DISCUSSES MODERN ART 
Con!lnued from P.il{t 17 

of course, upon the group's recognition that it is precisely the pres
ence of differences that makes discussion of art valuable, in con
trast to the pupil-teacher relation which is premised on the pupil 's 
impl icit acceptance of the teacher's vested authority. Ideas pre
sented by an expert come with the built-in assurance that the re
ceiver is privy to conceptions stamped, sealed, and approved with 
impressive credentials. Unhappily, that assurance may be illusory. 
The layman may be unable to transform the specialist's observa
tions into insights that enable him to respond without leaning on 
the crutch of authority. 

Shoring personal discoveries is important to the lay viewer. It 
helps him scent the range of possibilities available to exploration 
by novices like himself. It bolsters the layman's groping efforts to 
make accessible art he finds baffling. The communicative potential 
of modern art for him is demonstrated in spite of the fact that a 
meaningful response to on unfamiliar work of art may not toke place 
at the first encounter. He accepts the possibility that he may hove 
to have another go at it. Rapport, without which the viewer cannot 
attain visual insight, now is more likely to enter the response to 
modern art. 

In the last analysis, response to art is personal, o topping of 
private resources. How does this sequestered inner core jibe with 
the pooling of experience that occurs in group discussion of art? 
Talking about art, it is frequently observed, entails the risk of mis
taking shadow for substance, if it doesn't, indeed, abet the escape 
of the fugitive quality of art experience. However, it is now appar
ent that the assumption of o self-contained language of vision which 
somehow is antithetical to the language of words foils to provide 
o complete account of the processes whereby the spectator may 
achieve visual insight. Vision is intertwined with the whole psychical 
apparatus. How could it be otherwise? Giving voice to visual ex
perience is one way of bringing the response into clearer focus. 
The results of this experiment in the discussion of art runs contrary 
to a prevalent notion that verbalization per se blunts direct visual 
response to a work of art. 

This belief in intuitive silence is premised on the idea that a rt 
is on instinctual activity, one that comes "naturally" to children and 
to peoples in pre-literate cultures. It is asserted that the reason 
many persons in our civilization ore cut-off from the art of their 
own time is because their in-born capacity to respond is inhibited 
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New books of special interes' to readers 
of the magazine ARTS & A.RC/llTECTURE 
Retail only; no trade discount. 

• MODERN DAN ISH SILVER by Esb jorn Hiort 
Contains illustrations of the best work of o number of well
known Danish designers of silverware. 112 pages with 80 
plates of illu1trotians. Cloth, <4-to, Copenhagen, 19.5<4. $9.50 

e NEW WAYS O F SERVICING BUILDINGS by E. De Mare 
Recent developments in lighting, heating, plumbing, sanitation, 
interior finishes. 228 pages with 192 reproductions and draw
ings. Cloth, 4·1o, London, 1954 $7.50 

e ARKITEKTEN ARNE JACOBSEN by J. Pedersen 
Exteriors and interiors by the famous Danish 
pages with 1 <45 photo1 and <40 plans. Danish 
summary. Boord1, '4· 10, Copenhagen, 1954. 
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architect. 97 
text; English 

$6.50 

Survey of the famous Dutch architect's work and the evol::.tion 
of Dutch 20th century architecture and lawn planning. 134 
photographs and 90 sketches and drowings. Cloth, '4· to, Am· 
sterdom, 1954. $10.00 

e THE LESSON OF JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE by J. Horoda 
Revised edition of the important work which was out of 
print for many years. 192 pages with 181 reproductions. Cloth, 
4-ta, Landon, 1954. $6.50 
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J. 0. B. 
JOB OPPORTUNITY BULLETIN 

FOR ARTISTS , ARCH ITECTS, DES IGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

Prepared and distributed monthly by the Institute of Contemporary 
Art as a service to manufacturers and to individuals desiring employ
ment with industry either as company or outside designers. No service 
or placement fee is charged to artists, architects, designers, 01 companies. 

If you would like to be placed on the mailing list for J.O.B. or 
know of any others who would like this service, please let us know. 
Distribution for this issue totals about 2000, as fol lows: 
Educational institutions, 300; Selected artists, architects & designers, 
l 070; Organizations, publications, 100; Manufacturers & other busi
ness concerns, 505. 

J O.B. is in two parts: 
I. Openings with manufacturers and other concerns or institutions 
interested in securing the services of artists, architects or designers. 
We invite manufacturers to send us descriptions of the types of work 
they off.er and the kinds of candidates they seek. Ordinarily the 
companies re<Juest that their names and addresses not be given. 
II. Individual artists and designers desiring employment. We invite 
such to send us information about themselves and the type of em
ployment they seek. 

Please address all communications to: Editor, J.O.B., Institute of 
Contemporary Art, 138 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mass., unless 
otherwise indicated. On all comm1111ications please indicate iswe, 
feller and title. 

I. OPENINGS WITH COMPANIES 

A. ARCHIUCTURE FOR INDUSTRY: full-time pos1t1on for graduate of 
recognized architectural school, in small architectural department of 
large aluminum manufacturer in Kentucky producing materials with 
which architects build. To design, render, make architectural working 
drawings. Unusual opportunity. Salary $6,000 to start. 

B. ARTISTS: Fashion Illustration, Home Furnishings, Illustration, Lay
out. Some of the country's largest department stores are interested in 
knowing about your qualifications if: 1) You are well trained in 
illustration and/ or layout. 2) Like to work at a fast pace. 3) Have 
originality and fashion flair. Retail store experience is helpful, but 
not essential. When preparing your resume, please include academic 
background, positions held, area preference and salary requirements. 

c. COLORIST: Well-eslablished fabric manufacturer in Westchester 
County area, N . Y., wants designers with good coloring ability to color 
woven fabrics and possibly prints too. No creative weaving; but ap
plicant must understand principles of weaving. 

D. DECORATOR-DRAFTSMAN (FEMALE): For full-time position in its Grand 
Rapids design department, a famous furniture manufacturer seeks 
young woman to make floor plans and elevations in showrooms and 
for displays for store clients. Decorating experience, color knowledge, 
tracing, typing also desirable. Highest education and personality re
quirements. 

E. DESIGNER-ADVERTISING DISPLAYS AND EXHIBITS: Builder of custom 
convention exhibits in Chicago area offers full-time employment to 
aggressive young man with industrial design background preferred. 
Able to do detailed working drawings, color sketches and sketch 
lettering. 

F. DESIGNER-TWO-DIMENSIONAL: Lar~e china manufacturer 10 the Pitts
bur~h-Cleveland areJ set:ks an experienced full-time staff designer for 
two-dimensional decoration of ·1itrified china. Two-dimensional ex
perience essential, but pre' 1ous ceramic design background unnece5sary. 
Excellent workin!-( conditions. Progrcss1\'e comp1ny attitude. Salary 
commemurate with experience. Male or female. 

G. FLOOR COVERING DESIGNER: New England manufacturer of soft. 
surface floor coverings wishes to develop free-lance design sources. 
Two-dimensional designers of New England, experienced in fabrics, 
wall-coverings, or floor coverings and willing to visit factory periodi
cally with design material, should apply. 
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by cultural overlays. The assumption that repressions prevent the 
viewers from attaining spontaneous visual insight has been solidi
fied by on esthetic reading of Psychoanalysis, which by establish
ing clinically the mechanisms relating conscious to unconscious life, 
seemed to support the "let the spectator respond directly and in
tuitively" approach. Consequently, an elaborate superstructure hos 
been erected separating the healthy values ascribed to man's pri
meval instincts and the contaminated values said to be a by-product 
of civilization. This superstructure sustains the idea that responding 
to art intuitively and understanding art conceptually ore incompat
ible activities. Just how extensive the "enjoy art without knocking 
yourself out" notion is today can be seen in the invariable recur
rence in group discussions of the exhortation to fellow participants 
to respond with the d irectness of the child. Though the layman 
may accept this notion, he is unable to transform it into rewarding 
action for the simple reason that he is not a child. Rather pro
viding him with a conceptual framework, understanding art if you 
will, enables the layman to see not only conceptually, but intuitively 
as well. 

People in our culture tend to be verbalizers mare than visualizers. 
Nat so much poetically verbal, perhaps, but at least tuned to the 
overtones of language. Thus experience in our culture is given 
focus by discussion. Whether such discussion is always productive 
of insight is beside the point. We are accustomed to sorting out 
the cascade of life experiences verbally. This aptitude for verbal
ization, for discussion, provides the leverage needed to release 
the layman's capacity to attain visual insight of modern art. 

THE SHELL AS A SPACE ENClOSER 

Co111m11ed from Puge 15 

builder 's croft, architectural innovators were unable to properly 
handle structure, which was considered by them as a necessary 
nuisance. Their main concern seems ta have been to make struc
ture interfere as little as possible in a composition governed by 
formalistic and pseudo-functional considerations. But engineers were 
not interested in the question either, their main task being reduced 
in most cases to making possible innocuous and insignificant struc
tures by means of a mechanical process which has nothing to do 
with design; that is, to calculate them. Structural design was thus 
left out of both professions which should hove been concerned with 
the problem. 

I want to discuss the second cause of the little use of shells. 
The mania for special ization, based on the assumed impossibility of 
a single person acquiring the ever-growing bulk of written knowl
edge in every technical field, has led to a minute subdivision of 
functions and responsibilities in the building industry. (let us 
avoid for the moment discussing the usefulness of so many writings. 
Perhaps a special kind of punishment should be devised for those 
of us who publish unnecessary papers and books.) 

It is very difficult at present to soy who the real author is of a 
building. Whether it be the architect who proudly put his signa
ture on the drawings; or the draftsman who effectively does ~hem; 
or anyone of the many engineers who toke core of the technical 
details; or the supervisors, contractors and sub-contractors; or even 
the mason or carpenter who at least works physically on the build
ing with his hands. Anyway, with so many participating in o single 
work, it becomes necessary to draw detailed plans of every feature 
of the building. But doubly-curved surfaces ore almost impossible 
to represent on paper, except of course the simplest types, as 
revolution domes. Anyone who hos been involved with this type 
of construction knows too well the tiresome explanations and cor
rections which must be mode at the site, no matter how many 
drawings may hove been provided . But th is is a task which the 
designer himself must perform, for perhaps modifications of the de
sign must be necessary a t the lost moment. And what then of the 
countless intermediaries? It is definitively easier and more satis
factory for everybody concerned, although perhaps more expensive, 
to build cubic masses with reticulated frames. Paradoxically, the 
more numerous the learned collaborators in the design and erec
tion of a building, the less imaginative that construction will be. 

The third cause hos to do with the abundance and quality of the 
available materials. In the hard times of Middle Ages, when little 
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more than the rubble of ancient works was at hand, builders had 
to use all their resourcefu lness to carry out the marvelous Gothic 
structures. On the other hand, in times of plenty there is a ten
dency toward mental slothfulness. We have already every con
ceivable kind of material, and their properties are continually im
proving. Why should we trouble to look for new forms or worry 
abo:it design when it is so much easier to demand just a little more 
resistance of a certoin material? No wonder then the enthusiastic 
acceptance of pre-stressing, which is but an ingenious device to avoid 
careful design and painful thinking, while benefitting from the 
dangerous increased strength of new materials and depending too 
much on unpredictable and often unavoidable defects in them . 

But appropriate shells usually develop stresses so low that they 
can be built with any kind of ordinary concrete, without special or 
careful workmanship, and in many cases even without steel rein
forcement. If these focts were more generally known it is almost 
certain that this form of construction would be looked upon with 
some disdain by the highly technical minds of the structural pro
fession . Fortunately, the design of shells is conveniently protected 
by o respectable curtain of mystery and higher mathematical ab
struseness. 

This leads us to the last and principal point which must be con
sidered in this analysis. We are confronted by another paradox, 
one that is related to the scientific approach. 

Structural design was empirical or experimental knowledge until 
the advent of the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, which made 
possible the employment of mathematical procedure in structural 
analysis . This was very important, for since the invention of modern 
mathematics it hos become commonplace to use it on any problem 
at hand, without considering generally if that problem could have 
other obvious ways of being solved. It is therefore an essential 
requisite of our times to calculate everything. 

Regardless of the illusory pretense of accuracy of such mathema
tical analyses, which I have no time to discuss now and which is 
especially notorious when unpredictable deformations ore taken 
into account, this condition automatically restrains the forms of 
shells to those surfaces whose mathematical expression is a rela
tively simple formula, such as cylinders or revolution domes. 

I don't mean to convey the idea that oil mathematical investiga
tions ore worthless. They have been very useful to give a more 
or less accurate picture of the distribution of stresses, but their role 
must end at that point. As most inventions of man, they are at 
first useful tools which help us to understand natural phenomena 
and make possible the progress of techniques, but their forceful in
tervention in every problem is bound to become obstrusive for the 
some progress. Thus, the Theory of Elasticity is now one of the 
main obstacles for the normal development of structural knowledge. 
The pretension of accuracy and uniqueness of elastic solutions hos 
hindered the exploration of other paths of thought, making it dif
ficult to get o full panorama of the problem. 

I sometimes allow myself to fancy that progress of the structural 
technique could have taken place by means of the natural evolu
lution of intuitive and experimental methods employed with such 
amazing success in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Perhaps 
such a development, stimulating the ingenuity of builders (they were 
coiled "Engineers") could have led to a better use of the proper
ties of the materials, for the problem might hove been approached 
more openly, without the blind faith that it may be solved by mathe
matical procedures. The most fitting forms are not, as o general 
rule, easy to investigate from a mathematical point of view; hence 
their use has been neglected in fovor of less appropriate solutions 
that are easier to analyze. 

These are the prejudices that the designer must overcome in order 
to feel himself free to attack in an imaginative fashion the problem 
of selecting the proper form of shell to enclose given space require
ments. After all, design is only a compromise between limitations, 
and I have tried to point out those general conditions common to 
all problems of shell design. 

I might add to them the competition on a cost basis with conven
tional types of construction, and the reluctance of owners to accept 
building methods which have not been previously proved . Obviously, 
it is impossible to overcome the numerous conditions and prejudices. 

Perhaps if I may be allowed to explain some of my hesitant steps 
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H. FURNITURE DESIGNER: Outstanding manufacturer of hne furniture 
wishes to add experienced young turnirure designer full-time to its 
design staff in Grand Rapids. An unusual opportunity for a person 
with knowkdge of traditional furniture as well as contemporarv, plus 
high education and per,onality qualificatiol"s. 

I. GRAPH IC DESIGNER: A well-establishc:d manufacturer of bound 
books, visible records and machine bookkeeping equipment, in western 
Massachusetts, seeks full-time staff designer, male, age 25-'10, trained 
and experienced in graphic design to redesign exisiting products and 
assist in developing new products. Excellent working con<litions. Pro
g ressive company attitude. Salary commensurate with experience an<l 
ability. 

J. GREETING CARD ARTIST: New Engl.ind manufacturer of greeting 
cards wishes to de\'elop free-lance de:.1gn sources. Two-dimcn~1onal 
desipners wishm,g to qualify should apply to Editor, J. 0. B. 
K. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS: Well-krown New York mduslri;il design 
consulting firm has several openings at $8,000-$11,000 salary level for 
experienced product and packaging designers, age 30-40. 

L. INDUSTRIAL OR TEXTILE DESIGNER: Malt~, age 25-35, to do two-dimen
sional pattern work in color. Excellent working conditions with estab
lished company in small midwestern cit). Opportunity for growth 
and promotion. 

M . PACKAGE DESIGNERS: Immediate openings anilable for <:xpt:nenced 
staff desi!Zners with national folding carton manufacturer in Philadel
phia area. Mu~t be .:xtremely creative with a ,good back,L?round of let
tering and design. Knowledge of merchandismg deS1rahk. State ex
perience and sabry expc<.:tcd. Company's st:ilf knows of this ad. 

N. RADIO-TV: Openings are anticipated with a large, well-established 
manufacturer, for designers with experience in g raphic, packaging, 
furniture, radio and TV design. 

o. SILVER DESIGNER: Established quantity manufacturer of ~ilver-plated 
infants" ware, dresser ware, novelt}' ware, etc., wants tull-time staff 
designer. Will consider experienced penon or recent art schooi .~rad
ulte. Opportunity to grow with company located in southea:.tern 
Massachusetts. 

: · TEXTILE DESIGNERS: Desi~ workshop in New York City spccializ
mg in .1dv:inced modern designs f')r textile printing, offers opportunit~· 
to ambitious person with e:xecutivt" ability and1or recent design ~ra<l
uate with exceptional creative {fair and interest m sales promotional 
work. Mmt be capable of :issll11ling some administrative duties while 
present di rector and sole owner takes cha1ge of European branch. 

Q .. WAUPAPER DESIGNERS: New England manufacturer of wallpaper 
wishes to develop free-lance design sources. Two-dimensional dcsigne;s 
in England or New York area vmhmg to qualify should apply to 
Editor, J. 0. B. 

II. ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS SEEKING EMPLOYMENT 

The Institute does not necessarily endorse the following individuals, 
who are listed because they have asked the Institute to help them find 
employment. 

A. ARTIST-DESIGNER: Univ. of Illinois (1948). Seven years broad 
design experience. To direct, or assist direction of, manufacturer's 
industrial design studio. Age 31, married. Will relocate anywhere 
in U . S. A. 

B. ARTIST-TEACHER: 5 years administrating, teaching and lecturing 
large museum educational program. Exhibited widely in all media. 
Experienced in design and graphic arts. Private classes for all ages. 
Promoted many group exhibitions. Desires administration, teaching 
or promotion job in art field. 

c. ARTIST-TEACHER: M. F. A., Art Institute of Chicago. seeks teach
ing positron, art school, college or university. Can teach drawing, 
painting, lithography. Some teaching expenence. European travel and 
study on fellowship. National exhibition. Age 25, single. 

D. ARTIST-TEACHER: Student of the Art Students League, Pans. has 
had one-man shows, both m New 'ro1k City and Pari ~. has desi,gneci 
ceramics, Christmas cards, and household appliance~. Desires position 
teaching. Prefers New York C1ty. female. 

E. ART SCHOOL OR COLLEGE TEACHER: Graduate of Art Students 
League, frequently honored with one-man shows, pnzes and fellow
ships, seeks position as art school or college teacher. 10 years teaching 
experience, age 29, excellent references. 
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F. CHIEF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER-MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Creative ab1l1ty 
and versatt11t} demon-;tr;!ted by design of smali appliance'. automotive 
instruments and pares, home furnishJPgs and packa,ging. Able to lead 
industrial dc:s1gn department and .:oord inate with engineering. des1~n 
:ind manufacturing methods. Prmc,1 success tn cost and materrnl sa~ 
in,gs. B.S. degrees in both Indu~rrial Design and Mechanic.al Engi
neering. Age 33. 

G. CONSULTING DESIGNERS: Ivan Bruce, Rudolph M. Babel and Philif' 
F. Huy ha,·e established a consumer product desipn organiz.ition to be 
known as Bruce, Babel and Huy Asso(i.1tes, 3 Gmve Street, Framin&
ham Center, Massachusetts. All three desi~ners were formerly ;mo
ciated with the Telechron Dept. of the Genernl Electnc Co., in ch:trgc 
of product design of electric do.:k · .ind timers. Bruce, Babel and Hur 
now offer compkte product design service. 
H. DECORATOR-DESIGNER: yracuse Univer~ity honor waduate, 195~, 
in Interior Design. Ad~pt :it 1enderings and blue prints. Two years 
experience .1s assistant decor.ltor in large store. Desires position with 
.irchitect, decorator or desiµner m Boston or Connectitut area. Fern.de, 
age 23. s:ngle. 
. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: B. S. in Industrial Design. LO years experi
ence in product development and design, engineering, architecture and 
plant lay-out Capable of making renderings m all mediums. Experi
ence m client relations and sales. Prefer West Coast. 
J. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: R. I. S. D. graduate B. F. A. Experienced 
design offices and plastics field, including product, packaging, ~culp 
turing and model making. Strong engineering background. Desire 
position with manufacturer not necessarily plastics. Age 27, veteran, 
married with one child. Will relocate. 
K. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER-CHIEF DESIGNER: 11 years experience as prod
uct designer working mostly with plastics and metals. Chief designer 
for past 7 years. 4 years as part-time teacher of industrial design, 
materials and manufacturing methods and technical illustration classes. 
FuJJ knowledge of vacuum forming techniques. Thoroughly experi
enced in rendering, quick sketches and mechanical drawing. Desires 
position in New York area. 
L. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: B. I. D., Pratt Institute, post-graduate studies 
in London and Paris. Twice a prize v. inner. Experienced as product 
designer and art director. Fluent in French and English. Age 29. 
Willing to relocate. 
M. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: 3 years experience in interior, lighting, fur
niture design, including full-scale working drawings of furniture. De
mes permanent position with product design firm in New York City 
area. Age 29, married. 
N. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: Graduate industrial de 1,Qner with expenencc 
m pl.Nks. home iumishin~~ and arcl1itectural fields desires permanent 
position 1n the metropolitan ew Jer'cv or New Yori< areas. Can work 
eciually wdl mdercr.dently or under supervision. Age 33, married. 
0. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: l~ualified to head design department. 5 ytars 
experence with Midwe't milJOr appJi,~ricc· manufacturer of air con<.li· 
tioner~. rcfrigcrJt015, fn;ezers and r,m~es. Age 31. married with one 
child Willm~ to relocate:. 
P. INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: College graduate and In dust r ial Des 1 gn 
Graduate from Minneapolis School of Art seeks free-lance work spe
cializing in trade-mark design. Technical background in radio repair, 
steel fabrication, machine shop, kitchen interior design. Age 30. 
Q . INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: B. I. D. honor graduate of Syracuse UniYer
s1ty with several years experrence, desi res position v. here he can w~rk 
creativdy to improve products and packaging. Age 28, veteran, will
ing to relocate. 
R. INTERIOR DESIGNER: High-honor eradu1te at Syracuse University, 
1952 Two years experience ~dltn,I! custom home furnishings. A~lept 
quick-skc:tchin!! anu full l'Olo1 rendering. Good knowledge of blue 
prints and fahri ~ dc,1gning .ind processes. Desires position with af(h1-
tect, designer or dccor.1tor in Boston area. Age 28, veteran. 
s. PACKAGE DESIGNER- ADVERTISING ARTIST: Would like to contacl man
ufacturers and retailers interested in services on a free-lance basis. 
Wide experience with well-knov. n firms. 
T. STORE PLANNER: De•ires position with department store or architect 
as store plann1n~ director. Present position wirh \X est Coast architect 
as store planning director with eleven store accounts. Experience in 
planning, rPerch~ndising, plannij! self-service, detail supeivision an(i 
client contact. A\'.11Ltble on 60 davs notice. Salary 12,000 a year. 
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in the course which I om still pursuing in the exciting field of shell 
construction it might help some other beginners to find the way to 
offset the first usual obstacles. 

Although I hove been interested in shells since I was o student, 
the mathematical barrier, so cunningly laid by the Germon scien
tists who developed the method, restrained me for many years 
from seriously considering the possibility of building shells myself. 
Four years ago I decided to throw away my scruples and make o 
start building some short cylindrical vaults, catenory-shoped. A 
picture of the reinforcement of Moillort's shell at the Zurich Expo
sition of 1939 gave me o hint of the real behavior of such vaults. 

One of my lost examples of short shells is a 720-foot long 
warehouse for the Custom House of Mexico City, with a central 
span of 66 feet and two overhangs of 20 feet covering the loading 
platforms. Uniform thickness is of 1 V2 inches in the main part of 
the shell, increasing to 4 inches at the springing ports, which work 
as slender beams bridging the vault thrust between supports, and 
were poured in advance of the shell. Stiffening ribs ore in coinci
dence with columns 16 feet 6 inches apart. Expansion joints occur 
each 33 feet in coincidence with openings for roof lights in the 
central aisle. Tie-rods ore placed above the roof to expedite the 
movement of the traveling form-work. 

Another form which I tried at the beginning and proved to be 
very satisfactory for small spans up to 30 feet is the folded slob. 
It was employed for floor and roof of a school with 24-foot span 
and cantilevered aisles of 7 feel on both sides. Thickness is 2 inches, 
and light-weight concrete fill was used to level the first floor. This 
structural form resulted in a more economical and perhaps mo<e 
pleasant solution than the ordinary beam and slob method. Cor
rugations are 10 feet wide and 16 inches deep. A folded slab 
forming saw-tooth roof is being built to cover a small chapel of 
30-foot span in a church under construction in Mexico City. 

My first and only dome is on ellipsoidal shell covering a rectan
gular ballroom 50x66 feet wide, and o rise of 8 feet. It was built 
on top of the flat roof of on old house, and afterwords the old 
roof and intermediate wolfs were removed. The dome is suspended 
from on annular beam which runs on top of its perimeter by means 
of % " </> rods ot 7 feet on center, leaving all around a joint 1 inch 
wide to allow for the free deformation of the shell. 

To my knowledge, the only previous example of elliptical domes 
was in o church in Zurich and was designed by the classical method 
of affinity, which is rather complex. It was pre-stressed around its 
perimeter, and was not built until ofter three tests on small models 
were performed in Madrid, Spain. I don't see how any such com
plexity con be justified on the design procedure, when my shell
designed by the simplified Chomboud 's method-behaves perfectly, 
without a single crock, although it has a thickness of only 1 Y, inches, 
nominally reinforced with a mesh of 1/4 -inch round steel and 6 
bars of 3~ -inch diameter at the tension ring. What is more, it 
hos a one-ton chandelier hanging from its summit. 

When I was most excited with my discoveries and early efforts, 
the first important commission came, the Cosmic Roy Pavilion for 
the University City of Mexico. It was in fact my fourth shell to be 
built. The preliminary drawings submitted by the architect in charge, 
Jorge Gonzolez Reyno, showed a cylindrical shell of about the some 
size which was finally built, but it was a functional requirement that 
the top port of the shell should hove no more mass than 8 psf., 
which means that thickness had to be reduced to % inch in the 
upper part of the vault . Under this condition, it seemed advisable 
to give more stiffness to the shell, employing a warped surface. 
The form of two hyperbolic poraboloidical vaults coupled along a 
principal parabola and spanning 33 feet was finally adopted. The 
vaults were further stiffened by three concrete arches, concealed 
by a corrugated concrete screen. The pouring operation was ex
ecuted by hand with no excessive difficulties in spite of the thin
ness and slope of the shell. But the stiffening arches of this struc
ture left me unsatisfied. I wanted to try these vaults without any 
stiffener, which I did in a small carport whose general dimensions 
are 23x41 feel with a rise of 8 feet. One springer of the vault rests 
in rock ground; the other is supported ot only one point by a con
crete wall , cantilevering from this 11 feet 6 inches at both sides. 

The shell works almost like a funicular vault for the permanent 
loads, since for small rises the parabola does not differ very much 
from the catenary, but the upward curvature of the cross-section 
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results in considerable inertia, allowing the prescind ing of any stif
fening rib. In unusual form-work of this shell two layers of ex
panded metal-lath hove been employed instead of the usual wood 
sheathing and the shell was made by coating with cement mortar 
both sides of the metal mesh. The straight disposition of the wood 
en joist was laid along a system of generatrix. 

The apparent success of these efforts prompted me to experiment 
further with hyperbolic paroboloidicol shells, which among their 
many constructive advantages over other types of doubly-curved 
surfaces is that of being generated by two systems of straight gen
erotrix, allowing the centering to be mode with straight timber. 
Some recent constructive applications of these shells ore displayed 
on the following: 

An umbrella slob 26 feet square, composed by four warped 
parallelograms of portions of hyperbolic paraboloid . Uniform thick
ness is 3 inches, without any rib or beam, the some umbrella struc
tures, but with smaller thickness of only 1 Vi inches, cover the liv
ing-rooms of two small houses at "El Pedregol." 

Perhaps the most spectacular of my umbrella structures is on 
osymetricol shell balanced by employing 1 % inches of perlite con
crete in the long arm of the slab, which cantilevers 36 feet, and 
ordinary concrete 8 inches thick on the short side. General dimen
sions are 50x 15 feet, with a total rise of 5 feet. The same combin
ation of hyperbolic paraboloids, but supported on a different man
ner, produces rectangular domes. Lighting aisles, separating the 
domes, hong from the shell edge ribs. 

Another factory covered with these shapes has lighting aisles 
around each dome. One of these domes, which ore 43 feet square, 
with a rise of 6 feet 8 inches and a thickness of 1 Vi inches, is 
supported at the four corners only, and is provided with mild 
steel tie-rods at the perimeter, which were pre-stressed by hydraulic 
jock. It was only natural that a further step may lead me to 
attempt to exploit the plastic possibilities of these shapes, using 
them in a more architectural manner. A church is now under con
struction at Mexico City, which is perhaps my Arst opportunity to 
produce a full design, integrating structural and architectural com
position. I om most enthusiastic and hopeful about the results of 
this effort, but, unfortunately, I con only show now these partial 
aspects of the work in progress. 

NOTES IN PASSING 

Cor1tin11td /rom P.1g~ 11 

because we know that many persons who discriminate do so not out 
of their own prejudice but out of a tendency to conform to a dis
criminatory pattern they find in their communities or at their place 
of work. Since it is on act rather than o feeling, discrimination is 
more easily combotted than prejudice, is more amenable to control 
by low, and is more easily measured by the student of social rela
tions. Likewise, its growth or decline is more easily studied and 
measured than is the decrease or increase of prejudice. 

The assumption that education is the chief determinant of employ
ment qualification also points to another significant form of discrimi
nation, inequality of educational opportunity. In a society where 
training is so important, practices of this type ore simply on early 
form of occupational discrimination. The groups that suffer most in 
this respect are the Negroes, who find that their access to higher 
education is severely limited, and the Jews who ore not freely admit
ted to some privately supported colleges and professional, especially 
medical, schools. 

It would be futile to deny that these conditions in education and 
employment do exist in the United States. But it would be equally 
futile , ofter considering the changes that hove recently occurred and 
comparing post and present conditions, to deny that noteworthy ad
vances hove been mode in eliminating these evils. 

Although these changes, during a relatively short period, ore evi
dence of signiAcont progress, no one would deny that much remains 
to be done to improve group relations in the United States and to 
ensure the rights and privileges of all the inhabitants . The advances 
hove token place under favorable economic conditions, they have 
not been uniform and, in scattered urban areas both in the North 
and South, they have been accompanied by some illegal violence. 

Neverthelesss, the progress is perceptible and so is the will and 
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determination of the majority of the American people to move for
ward towards the reolizotio11 of full equality of rights and oppor
tunity for all. And as the United States hos become increasingly 
subjected to world scrutiny, the government and American citizens 
hove realized that the United States minority problem is one which, 
for good or ill, can seriously affect American status abroad. 

-Morroe Berger 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT 
LITERATURE AND INFORMATION 

Editor's Note: ThL• is a clo.•.•ified reiiew of currently arnilablc manufacturer~· 
literawre and product information. To obtain a copy of any piece of literatur. 
or information regarding any product, Ust the number which pn•cedes it on 
the coupon which appears below, giving your name, addres.1, und ocrupation 
Return the cuupon to Arts & Architecture and your request> will be filled as 
rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a check ( V ) indicate products which 
hare been merit specified for the new Case Study House .17. 

l\Ef'f" THI IJONTH 

I 230a I ( .ont1·mporn11 Offirc Furniture: 
' Nt>" ly puhli•lwd illu~trated hrorhure 

de~rribiniz ront(•m;111rary high·l<tyle of
ficr furniwrr· in C :\I F quaUty line 
'1any t•xu11111l;•, -hm> n, inrludinp: such 
fratu r~' U• -olid bra" h11rdwar1. full. 

tion <lesrribt,,. exrrpticinal aroustical 
valur, rxrrllrnt light trnn•mi• .. ion effi
rit>ncy. lts a<lu11tabiLity Lil nuy lighting 
fix1urc now u'ing glass, plni<tir or 
louvers i~ no11•d and its firPproof and 
concealini;:: qualities listt•tl. For com· 
plete. iJlu,trated in formation, \\ riu: W 
Joho P. !'·whaftr. llf'xr1•I Product- Co .. 
0f'pt. \ \ . 951 61-1 "trr•·t, Oakland 8 
California. 

1232.1 I ( niqur 16·,(llit-pup:t' full-rolor 
OOnl..lfl: ft'UlUrt'' n~\\ fir r:inel door
rect'nU} introduced. indu<linp: lom re 
door•. Outch 11001'. t'ntrnnrr· door'. \J,o 
pre-t>nlt>rl are is u1'coratini,: idea' l'On· 
rt'rnini: e\l'r~ door in tilt' hnu-e. The-e 
1955 fir door- are l'harurtPrized b) de
~ip;n udvunre, romparahlr to 'hifting 
~Ly l l'~ in r1•-idf'ntial nnd r·ommcrcial nr· 
chiu·c·tun'. Thrir cla•-ic proportions and 
drnmatk shadrrn acrenl~ arr de-.ip:ned 

venient. economical, these units com· 
plement the modem kitchen with built 
in cookinii; units. Outsid<' dimension· 
without hardware: Hright 33", width 
33", depth 2411." (to match base cab 
inets l. \ariery of fini•he>.: stain le!>• 
steel, antique copper, buttercup yellow 
or may be ordered to match or con 
trn•t with kitchen rolor•. For fre• 

I 
brochure, write Lo: R. . Lehman 
01.'f)t. AA, Californ ia Kitchens, Inc. 
2305 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif. 

(123a) Gas Range,, Colored Top' 
UJustrated color folder dcscnl.iing ne" 
1951 Western-Holly gas ranges with 
pastel colored tops; tops 11vailnble i11 
pastel green, blue, yellow, lifetim<> 

I 
porcelain enamel to harmonize with 
kitchen colors; body of range in whiti· 
enamel to avoid over-emphasis 011 

color: other features include top-bu mer 
Tempa-Plates, disappearing shelf, van
ishing grille, oversize expandable bak 
ing oven: well-desijpled, engineere• 
fabricated; merit specified CSHoll!'• 
1952.-Western Holly Appliance Com
pany, Inc., Culver City, California. 

FABRICS 

(17la) Contemporary Fabri~: Infot 
mation one of best lines contemporan 
fabrics by pioneer designer A np:elr 
Testa. Includes hand prints on cotton• 
and sb,.P.rs, woven design and corrP· 
lated woven solids. Cu.otom printinp 
offers ~pecial colors and individual fnb 
rica. Large and small scale-rl pattern· 
plus a large variety of de~irahle tex 
turcs fumi4h the an~er to all your 
fabrir needs; reasonably oriced. An 
gr-Jo Testa & Company, 49 East Ontario 
Street. C:hirap:o 11. Illinois. 

FLOOR COVERINGS 

1989) Cn"tom Ruiz": Tllustratrd bro· 
rhure cu~1nm-made one·o·f-a-kind rugi: 

and carpets; hand-made to •pecial orde1 
to match wallpape-r. draperies. uphol 
•tery, arcl'!<.•ories: ~cam less carpets in 
any width. length. texture. paltern 
color: inexpl'Tlsive, fa~t •ervice; l!OO.i 
•ervice, Wl"ll wnrth inve-~tigation.-R u11 
crofters. Jnr .. 143 Mndi~on A,·enue. Nr" 
York 16, N.Y. 

FURNITURE 
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HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING 

(224a) Thermador Wnll Heat Fan
Information now available on this stur· 
dy. compact. "afe unit-quickly in· 
stalled, economical to u•e. Separate 
witrhes for fan and heat. neon worl..· 

ing indicator light. Lower grille forcCb 
worm air downward creating less heat 
waste. Fan action induces constant 
air flow over resistance coils, prevent· 
ing ox.idation and deterioration throuii;h 
red glow. Choice of hand~ome finish~ 
in bronze, white enamel or stainless 
steel. Write to Thermador F.:lectrical 
Mfg. Company, Lo& Angeles 22, Calif. 

(l 13a) Combination Ceiling Heater, 
Light: Cowµrehc11~1>dy illw.trateJ 111· 

formation, dllta on specifications new 
~uTone Heat·a-lite combination heater, 
light; remarkably good design, engi· 
neering; prismatic lens over ~1andard 
100-watt bulb casts diffused lighting 
over entire room; heater force;, wurmeJ 
air gently downward from Chromalox 
healing element; utilizes all heat from 
l,ulb, (an motor, beatinit element; USt:ll 

:ine "oltage; no transformer or relays 
required; automatic thermostatic con· 
trob optional: ideal for bathrooms, chi I· 
dren's rooms, bedrooms, rec reation 
rooms; UL-li.,ted; this product de6nitt" 
ly worth close appraisal; merit specifit'd 
CSllouse 1952-NuTone, Inc .. Madl .. 1n 
and Red Bank Rouds, Cincinnati 2-; , 
Ohio. 

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

(Jl9a 1 Rect:s!'ed and Acrent Lif!hlinjl, 
Fixtures: Specification data and engi· 
neerinir drawings Prescolite Fix1urc:i; 
complete r:mge contemporary design~ 
lor residential, commercial applications: 
exclushe Re-lamp-a-lite hinge; 30 sec
onds to fasten trim, install glass or re· 
lamp; exceptional builder and owner 
acceptanre. well worth considerinf!.
Prescolite Mfj!. Corp .. 2229 41h Strett, 
Berkeley 10. California. 

(965) Contempora~y Fixtures: Cata
log, data good line contemporary fi:I.. 
tures, including complete selection re
ces.•ed surface mounted lense, down 
lights incorporating Corning wide anirle 
Pyrrx lenses; recessed. semi-rect$cd 

,ize fil•· dra\\t'r fitted for Pendafiex to romplenwnt till' modrrn home de ... 1gn. 
File Foldf'r-' wlde ran"l' 0 £ beautiful The booklN ma) be ohtaint•d hy wdting 
ra hint'l \, 001j ... ··ombinel' with ci[(arette- 1 Fir Doo; ln•Litute. Oer1t. \;\, Tacoma 
proof mirnrtn tops. Perfect workman· 2. Wu~hmglon. 

. surface-mo11nted units utilizing reflector 
f22la l Italia~ Marble !able Too~ : I lamps; modem chandeliers for widely 
~ene Branrus1 s extraordinary coll.er· di!Tused, e"en ilJuminntion: selectrtl 

,..., (23:!ul Pr)ne Bin-Fan: [riling lion of .regal marble tab!~ tops, 1m
1 

units merit specified for CSHousr JQ:iO 
"' pot" vf'nti lntor. '\e\\I} available in- f)Orted directly from Italy, is presente1 Stamford Liwhtinl? 431 W Broadwa\· 
f~rmation dl'•cribe-- in drtail the prin· in newly published brochure now a\'ail New York 12. N. Y. · ·' 
r1pll''- and mt•rhanic• of Bio-Fan. an I able. The table top~ rome in every size. 

><h ip, finish uf thi., handsome linr. com
bined \\ith modnale pric·e, muke it 
ideal for n•ta ii 'tores, office~. rt'reption 
room. r \I F ha... r('centlv affiliate<! 
\\ith \ i"to Furniture Company of Ana 
lif'im. For full information and com 
pl ctr prire I i ... 1. writr to Cn.,ta \((";~ 
Furniture \Hi:,. Co.. Dept. •\ \. 2037 
Plat'entia SL. Costa ~le~n. California. 

effe.-ti\e combination of tlw breezt> fan ~hape and color. elep::intly combiner! (782) unbeam Auore-i·enl and inran· 
and the powt'r of a blo"er in "hirh with solid brass, wood and wrought descent "Visiona.ire"' lighting fixtures 
be .. t featurr, of both arl' utilized. In- iron base:-. custom de~ii:ned or ron for nil types of commercial areas ~uch 
cludrs many l\\O·rolor illu~trations, he!)>- •tructed to individual specifirations. For as offices, stores, markets, schools, pub· 
ful, r lrarly drawn diap;rnm~. 'pccifica· further information, write to Rene Bran· lie buildings and "arious industrial and 

. . tfons und examp)I', of fan, of variou.. cusi, 996 First Avenue at SSth Street. ..pecialized installation•. A j!uide to 
_<23la I \lumin~m Hon_e>1·omli L11::l~: types and lN''· Bio-Fan come- in three New York City, or 928 North La Cien· better lightin11:, Sunbeam's catalog shows 
mp:: Com1_1ll'le rnformuuon now avm_ , 1·zA .. for ust• in vuri011, parL' of the I ega, Los Angeles, California. I I f · d Ii bl I h f II 1 ~ a comp ete ine o en[(ineere xlurcs 3 e on t 11' ncl't approac 10 u ret · , bou .. e and ran al .. o be combint>d with a with comprehensive technical data and 

rece:-_ .. t•d liJ?ht uniL amply muminatinl! (138A l Contemporary Furniture: In for specifications. The catalog is divided 
rani:e below. For thi~ IulJ and a llraC· mation. Open showroom to the Lradr. into basic sertions for easy referenre.
Live hrol"hure, write Lo l'11·ne & Co., frnluring such )foes as llerman Miller. unbeom Lighlinir Company, 777 Enst 
Dt:pt. AA, l 10 . Towne Aw .• Pomona, Knoll. Dux, Felmore, HouRe of Italian 14th Place, Los An1?eles 21, California. 
California. Handicrafts and John Stuart. Represen· 

APPLIANCES 

(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure 
data electric water heaters; 11:ood dP 
sign.-Bauer Manufacturing Compan) 
3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Haw 
tbome, California. 

tativrs for Howard Miller, Glenn of 
California, Kasrarian. Parific Furniturr 
S1rin1t Desip:n Sheh•es and Tables. Swerl 
ish Modern, Woolf. Lam Workshops anr 
Vista. Also, complete line of excellent 
contemporarv fabrics, includinJ! Angel" 
Testa. Schiffer Print•, Elenhank OP 
signer•. California Woven Fahrirs. Roh 
ert Snilol"' Fabric.s. The-odore l\Ierowiu 

("'26 l B ·1 R f · F Florido Work•hops and 01hcr lines of 

I 
'' a . ui t-1n e r~izerator reezer: decorative and upholstery fabrici;. 

Information now ava1lablP on revolu 
tional) new REVCO BIL T.JN refriger The;e lines will be of particular in· 

inp: liµhtinl( 110'\i Ei LITE. 'ladl' from ator-frcrzer rombination t\\O ~eparate. I Lercst to Architects, Decorators and De 
hil!h purit) aluminum foil by •pecial m:1tching uniLq, 8.3 cu. ft. refrigerator ,;.ip:ners. Inquiries welcomed. Carrol l 
"l l t'xr!'I" prot·r..-. llonrylitr i~ no" plu~ 6.3 cu. ft. freezer, totaling 14.6 Sagar & Associates. 8833 Beverly Boulr 
availohlr in rnrious rf'll •it"'· Tnform:i· cu. ft. of storage space. Compact, con· vard. Los Angeles 48, California. 

ll 70a) Architectural Liirhting: Full in· 
formation new Lightolier Calculite fix. 
lures: provide maximum light output 
evenly diffused; simple, clean fun c· 
tional form: ~quare, round, or reccsscd 
with lens, louvres, pinhole, albalite or 
formed glass: exclusive "torsiontite"' 
~pring fastener with no exposed screws, 
bolts. or hinges ; built-in fibreglass gas· 
ket tliminates light leaks. snug self
level ing fra.me can be pulled down 
from any side with fingertip pressure, 
coropletel)· removable for cleanin1t; def· 
initely worth investigating.-Lightolier, 
11 Ea~t Thirty-sixth Street, New York, 
New York. 
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(34a) Accent and Display Lighting 
Brochure excellently designed contem
porary Amplex "Adapt-a-Unit" Swivel
ite fixtures; clean shapes, smart appear· 
ance, remarkable ftexibility, ease of 
handling; complete interchangeability 
of all units, models for every type of 
dramatic lighting effects; includes re· 
cessed units, color equipment; informn· 
tion on this equipment belongs in all 
liles.-Amplex Corporation, 111 Water 
Street, Brookhn 1, New York. 

appreciate.-Davidson Plywood & Lum· mnrizes present status of thin setting 
lier Company, 3136 East Washington Lied technique of installing clay tile. 
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. .::ipccifications for 3 basic types thin 

(213 ) C I 1 (. · "F' f h citing installations; important savings 
. a e ".3 ex ?3ll.~S.': irst 0 .1 e in time, weight, materials. Shows op-

Hnyl emul-1on parnh The•e parnt- tu 't' f ·d B 'bl 
have pro1·ed their outstanding durabil· 11£r 

1 
ni :1 or wi er, ~odre ~1 e usd 

ity in England, Africa, Canada, Fronce, I " cay S1 c on mobrl': vhard1eb suTr.lacesC an 
\ I. z I cl A il bl I Jreas. urvey pu is e y 1 e oun. ust ra rn, e" en an . va u e o.r .. 1 I A · 10 Ea 40 h S Ny 

Ji I surfaces in wide range of colors. 1 0 men ca, st l t., · 
\dvantnges: lasts up to 7 years or 16, N.Y. 

lonj?er; may he npplird on either i.lump (218a) Permnlite-Ale:tite Plaster Ag
or dry surface; dries in 30 minute": ;;regale: Latest information on this 
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1 l06a) Accordion·Folding Doors: Bro
chure, full information, •pec.ificotion 
data Modernfoli.l accordion-folding doors 
1ur spacc:·l>l!VJDg Clu ur"" anJ room divi
,fon; permit ftexibility in decorative 
-cbemes; ~ no Boor or wall space; 
µrovide more space; permit better use 
of space; vinyl, durable, washable, 
tlame-resistant coverings in wide range 
colors; sturi.ly, rigid, quiet steel work· 
1ng frame; i;old. serviced nationally; de
•erves clo~P•I ronsideration; merit spe
cified CSIIouse 1952. - New Castle 
t'roducts, Post Office Box 823, New 
Castle, Ind. 

PAINTS, SURFACE TREATMENTS llows on in 25% le~s time; not ufiec·ttal highly efficient fireproofing plaster pre· 
( 208a) Tex I ure One-Eleven Exterior by gusoline, kHo~cne, lubricut i11g oil· .;ented in detail in completely illus· 
Fir Plywood: This new grooved panel or ~1Cllses; highly. rc~istant to acid.;, teated brochure. As Permalite-Alexite 
material of indu•try quality is in per· ~as~. sun. salt n1r, qmog: Gelvatex has unique physical property of ex- 1210 1 ul. Al . w· d . S 
ft"c-t harmcnv ·with trend to~·ard using nlm let,. surface breathe, w1Jl not trap r anding to maximum -.ize with superior . a o Fe um1n11~ in ow11, e-. . I mo' t r por · c ot t t ' b · · h d r1es 900: rom \\ e:.t s most modern natural wood textures. Packaged in 1s. 11 e va . • :nm ann . pene ra e. •trengt , 1t 1s toug er, stronger an .. - ,. .. 1 · 
two lengths and widths· h:is sbiplap For informative literature wr11e to P,·1c1 endures abuse of h:indling and •hipment olumil1t.m., plant. oule s new a um1-
edges· applied quick.Iv e;sily· immune It Je••ness, Dept. AA, Celvntex l.oal· ivithout u.sual resultant breakdown and nlum ·1~vmdfiow.shoffrer tlhe>-e ad\'30lagles: 

' " · ' · C · 1250 w·1 I · Bl <l L · a 11m1 Ile mis or onger wear ow lo water wcothcr heat cold u ... es in· mgs Olp., I" ure v .. 0 • loss of volume. Brochure COOllllOS • . b I ·1 • 
clu<le· v~rtical tiidlna ro~ horn~,. ~creen· Angelt>s 17, Cnlifornio. •·nough data and authority on authentil' ~amlcnance;. tu 11 ar vcnll ator sec-. • "' ' r. · I . uons for maximum stren~lh, larger gins:. 
mg walls for j?ardcn ar~a.~: s~an.drels (924) ash and Trim Colors: Folder ire .r~1,tance to warrant rom_p ete, I!"· area; snap-on gl:uinit beads for fast, 
?" smal~ apt., commercial buµdm~s; strong, durable sru.h anJ trim color"' mediate .acreptanre of Perm:i.lue-AleXJte permanent gla:i:ing; Soule putty lock 
me.xrensive sto:~ front remodeling; lD· ground in treated oils; pure, light.fast for perlne pin ~er fireproof mg.. Many for neat, weather-ti1?ht seal; bind-free 
te~1or w~lls, ce1l.mg,,, co.unter-. For de· pigments combined with specially form ch~rts and d~tn_iled drawm~ 171~·e fire· 1 ··ents, 90% openings; %" ma.sonry an· 
wiled mf.orn;n11on write . D.ept. AA, lllated synthetiC!i; won't check, crack, ratrn~s, descnpttons an~ nuth•~rillt'S and chorage; installed by Soule-trained local 
Douglas Fir .l lywood Assocuiuon, Taco· withstands discoloration, retains gloss. desc:ibe plaster a~ ~ightweig~t, eco· .:rews. For information write to George 
ma 2, Washmgton. How~ easily but won't run. sag; good ~onucal and crack-resistant, w1th•tand- C lib Dept BB So le tee! Company 

( 228a l ~to ... aic W,·~tern Color Catalog 
- In rolors crt'al<'d "'Pt"Cially for ·west· 
,.rn building nt·t"cls, all of thr clay tile 
mnnufocLurcd by Thr Mosair Tile Com· 
pany is conve11i1•ntly pre•ented in thi; 
new 8-pag<' rutalog. Included in their 
various color, ar~ 1tla7.ed wall tilr, <'era· 
mir. Velvetex and Granitex mo•aic,, 
f..,i>rglaze tilr and Cnrlvle quarrv tile, 
Completing thl' catalog is data on 
... hape~. si1.N and trim, and illu•trn· 
lion- of 8 popular group or \losaic 
'\J J. Tile Acr1-..,orie- for kitchen• and 
haths. For your cop,· of thi· helpful 
catalog, \Hile Thi' \lo-aic Tile Com· 
pan~. Dept. ,\,\, 829 'forth Hii.?hland 
Avenue, Ilolly11ood 38. California. 

hiding capacity; worth investigation.- mg up to 421:;, greater •tra in. than com· 1;50 'Army Stre~t, S~n Franci,co, Cali!.' 
General Paint Corporation, 2627 Army parable sanded plasters. Wrne to Per· 
;,treel, San Francisco, Calif. malite, Perlite Div., Dept. AA, Great 

(162a) Zolatone Process: ln formutiou 
on new revolutionary painting system; 
true multi-color paint permits applica· 
tion to a surface of multi·color pattern 
in single spray coat; no special spray 
t"quipmcnt required nor special tech 
niques; multiple colors exist separately 
within Zolatone finish, do not merge nor 
blend; intermixing of varying ratios of 
colors and sizes or aggregates produce.
infinite number of possible multi-color 
blends; washable, exceptionally altra 
-1ion resistant; provides excellent finish 
for most materials used in building 
construction: wood, metal, plaster, re· 
ment, stone, glass, tile, wall boards. 
.\lasonite, paper; tends to conceal flaw• 
and surface imperfections; used to paint 
exterior surface of new J. W. Robinso11 
Building in Beverly Hills; information 
belongs in all files.-Manufaetured b) 
Paramount Paint and Lacquer Com
pany, 3431 E. 15th St., Los Angeles 23. 

f 22ia) \1ikro-. izrd Tilr 'lewlv per. 
fected. preci,ion ground tile dl'<'crihed 
a, mo-t important dn·elopmt·nt in 20 
yeaN of tile making. Redur!'• <>etting 
time, insurrs pnfi•rt alignment of joints, 
t''"" on adj(lrent walls with integral 
rorners. porinp: l111?s on two t'dges 
only- twirc th<' ~ilR of rcp:ulur lug:;
providing standard 3r61 inrh joints. 
Time ,a,·ed by t>limination of shimminl(, 093a) Simpson Fi~sured Till': New 
sanding, ju11;glinit o~ tile- urc> uniform incombu•tible addition to complete Hne 
in si;i;e. For clrtailrd information, write acoustical products. From special type 
to \fr . .\Jinn Poul, >\dv. '.\1gr., Glad- rock re.formed into highly absorbent 
ding, Mr Bean Company, Dept. AA, rock wool. Results in natural fissures. 
2901 Lo- Feliz Blvd .. Lo, Ani:rlf'Q, Calif. tliffl'rl"nt on each tile unit. White finjsb 

for hil?h light reflection. may be re
(l 75a) Etc hwood and Etch wall: te~- I painted without lo or hi:rh aroustical 
lured wood paneling for homes, furn!· efficiC'ncy. Simpson Lol!ging Company. 
tu re, offices, doors, etc. Etch wood IS 1065 Stuart Bldg .. Seattlt' 1. Wash. 
J'lywood; Etch wall is redwood lumber 
T & G prea~•embled for fast, easy in- ll03b) Genuine Clay Tile, K-400: Com· 
stallation; difficult to describe, easy to piled by Don Graf, this publication sum-

T H 
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Lakes Carbon Corp., 612 So. Flower St., 
Los An1wlc•• 17, California. 

(202A) Profusely illustrated with con. 
temporary installation photos, the new 
l2 page catalog-brochure is~ued by Steel-

ROOFING bilt, Inc., pioneer producer of steel 
. frames for sliding glass doorwalls and 

""" (223a l Built-up Roof!'-Nt"west bro- windows is now available. The Brochure 
rhu~e.of Owens-~orning.Fiberglas Corp. I includes' isometric renderings of con
outlmu!g and 1~lustrnllnp: .advantages •truction detail5 on both Top Roller
of a .F1berglas-remfo_rced bui~t-up roof. Hun1t and Bottom Roller types; 3" scale 
A bmlt-up roof of F1ber11;laQ 1s a mono· installation detaiJs · details of variou• 
Uthic layer of water-proolin11; a<;phalt, exclusive Steelbilt ~gineering features; 
reinforced in all direction~ with stronp: basic models: stock model• and sizes for 
fibers of glass. The porous 'heet of both sliding glass doorwalls and hori· 
glass fiber ' allow~ asphalt to flow free- tontal sliding windows. This brorhure, 
ly, assures long life, low maintenance ttandsomely designed, is available by 
and resiists cracking and "alli11ntoring." writing to Steelbilt. Inc., Cardena, Cal 
The eaf;y application is explained and 
illm•trated in detail with other roofini.? 
producb illu•ilrated. Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas Corp., Pacific Cooqt Diviqion, 
Dept. AA, anta Claro, Calif. 

SASH, DOORS ANO WINDOWS 

(229al \[ 1lti-Width Stock Doo~: In· 
novation in slidinl! 11;lass door indu~try 
is development of limitle•• number u[ 
door width~ and types from only nine 
rla;;ic Units. 3-color folder now avail· 
nble illustrates with cutouts nearly every 

""" (212a) Glide Aluminum liding Win. width opening that can be specified 
<lows: Complete Glide brochure avail- without neceq.;ity of custom •ize~. Ma:ti· 
able on aluminum sliding windows, en· mum flexibility in planning is allowed 
~ineered with precision, made of finest bv simple on·the-iob ioinini: or •tock 
extruded aluminum, stn in 1 ess steel uniL• forming water·tight joint with 
weatherstripping and rollers for better -nan-on cover-olate. Folder lists stand· 
performance, endurance. Advantages: ard heiµ:ht of stock door, rom binrd 
eliminate~ need for costly cleaning ap· with •everal examples of width. Combi· 
raratu•, scafiolding; ea"lier, le•s ex pen· nation of Basic Lnits makes p0«,ible 
sive installation; never requires paint· home and commercial installations in 
ing; lowers insurance rates; guaranteed nrorly every price category. For morl' 
for life of buildinµ:. Write to L. Pin- information, write to Arcadia Metal 
•on, Dept. >\A, Glide Window!\, Inc., Products, Dept. AA. 324 'orth Second 
i163 Yarnn \w.,, o. llolhwood, Calif. 1 \venue, Arcadia. California. 

E M A G A z N E 

arts t arc~nutu1 
L 0 s A N GEL ES 5 . CAL I FOR NI A 

Plea1e enter my 1ub1trlptlon for _ ............ year(1). My $ ....... - ................... check is attached. DOMESTIC RA TES 

New 0 Rene wal 0 Year ............... _.$ S.00 
2 Years ........... _ ... $ 9.00 
3 Years ... ____ ..... $12.00 NA/1A,__~~~~~~~--~~~~~--------------------

STREET FOREIGN RATES 
CITY ____________ _ ___ _....ONE._STATE.__ ____ _ 1 Year ·-·········-..... $ 6.SO 

2 Yean ............... $1 2.00 OCCUPATION ______________________ ~~ 
3 Years ............... $15.00 
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gregatt>: Information on extremely ligh1· J(222aJ Archhectural Window Decor
weight insulating concrete for floor slab' LouverDrape Vertical Blind's colorful 
and floor fills. \fokc unexcelled in· new catalog describes LouverDrape a& 
sulatin"' ba•e for radiant heatin" unit· the mo t flexible, up·Lo·date architec
due to "'rrllular strurlure •ealed '"by mi I tural win.dow coverini; on. today·s mar· 
croscopic volranir i:la•s walk Weigh- ket. Dcs1~ed o_n a 2% mch_ module, 
a• liule as 20 to 40 lb~./cu. ft. and ha• the>~ verttClll b_lmds fit any window or 
adequate compre•sion •trength for thi- '-kyhi:,ht-any size, any ~hape-and fea· 
type concrete. Require' le-s handlin;? lure. washable, flame·res~stan~, colorf~sl 
and cleaning up and provide"" highei fabric by DuPont. pec1ficat10~ detail<. 

ield than nil oth<>r perlite a"gregate~. are clearly pre~ented and org~n12ed and 
y 1· 11 I '"1 the catalol!: 1s profu ely illustrated Can Le npp 1ed lo re u ar slee or pan "" . \ T · I Bl' d C f A 
fl E I ffi · · · · wnte to erllca m ~ orp. o mer· oors. xtreme y e c1ent as 1t 1s 1m- . D t AA 

193
6 p t' A 

· · l ff 1 d b ica, ep . • on ms venue, perv1ous to mo1s ure; una ec e Y e:x· L A 
1 25 

C n · 
tremcs of temperature nnd accommo· os nge es • a 1 .orma. 
date, considerable amount of earth 
mo\'emcnt without crncking. For your 
cop), write to Permnlite, Perlite Div.. 
Dc>pt. •\I\ Creal Lakes Cnrbon Corpora 
tion, 612 o. Flower treet, Los An 
itele• 17, Californfa. 

(225a) Kai•er Aluminum. for Product 
De,ii:n & \fonufarture--A new 24-pal!f\ 

V (20.la) Contemporary Locksets: Illus· 
trated catalo!!: on Kwik.~t "600'' Lo ·k
sets, 6 pin tumbler lock~ets for every 
aoor throui:hout the home; suitable 
for con temporary offices, commercial 
buildinS.\>. Features: 5-pr!'cision-matched 
P11Tts for easy instnllation; dual lock
mj! exterior locksets-qimplified cylin· 
der re-·en:.ing-may he r•"e~ed for left 
or right-handed doo~. tnmped from 
heavy gauge steel, bra. . A\'ailahle jn 
variety of fin ishe•. For free ca taloir. 
write to Wm. T. Thomaq, Dern. AA. 
Kwik~et ales nnd en·ire C'ompanv. 
Anahrim. California. 

15 
booklet containing up-to·dnte informa· 
tion on Kaisc>r l\luminum mill product
nnd '<'rvke.; is now available. Includes 

(217n) Nrw aluminum qliding glass I any unpainted above grade masonry <lat.a on al~mi~wm alloy~ •. rori~~· prop· 
door<:: C:ompll'tr Jiternturr and informa- '"lructure. Full information from Armor ert1<'S. applications and a\n1lab1hty. An 
lion now u·ailable on Ador\ new model Laboratori~ Inc., 538 Commercial abundan~c o[ tables. and chnrts throuiih· 
all a 1 um in um do01, at competitive Street, Glendnle, California. o~t pro' idr- ron\'enient rrfer~nre matt'· 

rial. Booklet may be obtained from I 1261 ContemporaT) llo<"l• and \ c. 
207.1\-Unusual Masonrv Products: I Kaber '\luminum & Chemical ales, I Ct:.tlsories: Attractive folder Chronopak 
complete brochure with ill1istra1ion,; and Inc .. TndustrJal Servi re Div., Dept. AA. contemporary clocks, crisp, simple, un
~pecifications on distinctive line of 1924 Broadway, Oakland 12. California. usual models; modern fireplace acces· 
roncrete ma~onry product... These in sories; lastex wire lamps, and bubble 
cludr: Flap:crete-a solid concrl"te ven· V (205A) )lodulu Brick and Block: lamps. George Nelson, designer. On,. 
•·er .. tone. wi.th an irregular lip anti The Modular and Rug Face ).fodular of the finest sources of information. 
•mall projection-. on one face-:·re\'er.;e Brick, the ~fodular Anirle Brick for w~rth study and file apace.-How.ard 
fuce smooth; Roma~crete-'lohd c?n bond beams and lintels, the Nominal 6" I :it ill er Clock Company, Zeeland, l\Iich 

price». Data on un u,ual de-iim fle:xibil. 
ity. ri1ddly serured corner~ with heavy 
!(auge fittings for ~Jim lines, extreme 
streni;1th. De~cription of complete four· 
way wrntl1er •ealing, corro-ion re-;i-.tant 
fini.-.h. renterini: rollrr• for continuous 
alil!'nmPnt, elimination of rnttl~. Cbarlp., 
~Iunson. DepL AA, .Ador 'iale•. Jnr., 
1631 BcH~rh BouJe,·ard, Los \n~eles 26, 
Californiu. · 

(712) liding Glass Doors, steel 
framed: Weather-~enled box section head 
of bonderized steel; handsome solitl 
bronze hardware and tamper-proof, up· 
action cam night latch. Brass sheaves, 
adjustable to assure weathertight fit, 
roll on stninless steel track. Complete 
catalogue illustrating standard type.. 
and sizes with details of in.•tallation.
Arcadia Metal Product,, 324 North 
Second A\'e., Arcadia, California. 

(818) Louvered Ceilings: Folder> 
i\.lumigrid louvered ceilings for contem· 

crele veneer resembling Roman bric!.. Modular Block and the Nominal 8" . 
but more pebbled surface on tht ex· ~lodular Block, have all been produced (220al O~~e Furnllu~~: A_ free rota· 
po•cd ~nee; lumpstone Venee1 ·four· by the Davidson Brick Company as a log d~,•cribmii the. l\chi~vement 
~nch "ide concrete ,·eneer stone, softly result of requ~ts from the building Group. offi~e . furniture . designed ll\· 
irre~ul~r ~urfore of une\en. round~<l trade and renl.ization that all buildini: Feldman· _el1e. 15 now a\'ailable to arch•· 
pro1ecuons;- a!l well . suited for In · materiab can be worked together with ter t-. de-11mers, decorator.• and mem 
tr nor or exterior architectural ,·eneer simplicity and economy only with Mod· her• of the office furn 11 u re trade. 
on buildings, houses, fire places, ef. ular Oeoign. "Arhi<>vement Group" is in a distinctive 
fcctively used in contemporary design. . . . modular stvle with coordinated uniL~ 
\!any other product.; and variation, I The matenals no'~ in sto~k are avail in munr combination~ of desks, tables 
now offered. The~e product:; may be ~hie fr?m t~e Davidso..? Bnrk Comp~m nnd cnse units desi1med for complete 
ordered in many intere•tinit new color,. in Califorma only, ~iOl _Floral Dn\'I'. office in•tallation•. The handsome fin. 
Brochure a"nilable by writing to D<>· Lo, Angele, 22. Cahfom,a. i•h~. colors are de,,cribed in the catalog 

nets. 1502,'; Oxnard treet, Van Nuy~. 8751 BC\'erly Boulevard, Los Angeles 
California. SPECIALTIES or Feldman-Selie. Design Associate•. 

partment AA, Cenernl Concrete Prod I which i~ furnished by Office Interior<1, 

Dept. AA. 910 Ea~t Fourth treet, Lo, porary interiors; non-glare illumination (205) Gladding, McBean & Company 
contt'Tllporary styling: aluminum. easy have ju~t releBl'ed a new brochure in 
to install. maintain; can be used ove1 color with handsome: photographs and 
entire ceilini:: full installation. Hghtinp I technicnl information, this booklet is a 
data: well worth investigntion.-Tbt must. FACEBRICK is available in 
Kawner-r Company. 730 North Fron• four basic ranges of kiln-run shades: 
Street. NilM. Michigan. \•ariegated red. variegated ro•e. coral 

(152) Door Chime•: Color folder U· Angele-. California. 
Tone door chimes; 11•ide range style;,. 
including clock chimes; merit specified 
C:SH.ouse 1952.-NuTone, lnc .. Madison 
and Red Bnnk Roads, Cincinnati '1:1, 
Ohio. 

(190al Re,ohodor Wardrobe..,: 
Unique answer to storage problem. 3 to 
5 times more space than average closet; 
entire wardrobe mav he examined on 
eight •pacious trays. Door revolves open blend and gloden tan. These beautiful 

<3.'i6 I Door•. C'nmbination '5rreen-Sash: bricks can be inter·mixed to extend thr
Brnchurr TTnll\'wnod .lnnior combination color range and create harmoniou• 
•crl'en mrtnl sa•h donr-: pro"idc<; venti· blendb. Vef'latile, adaptable. ernnomical. 
lnting s('rrPn door. •a•h door: pPTrna· distinrtive, dramatic and rolorfnl. Writl' 
nent outside door nil in one.-Wcst for thi• brochure. Gladding, l\lcBean & 
Coast cret>n Company, 1127 East Sixty Co., 2901 Lo' Feliz Boulevard. Los An· 
third Stm·t, Los Anitelc>•, California f!eles. Calif. 

(195a) Corrul11:1:: One of oldest of or •hut at finger touch; may also bc
lronslucent plastics, now greatly im· used as buffet bar between kitchen and 
proved. Reinforced with inorganic, non· entertainment area. Marketed b,· Re· 
combustible flame harrier core. Varietv \•oh·odor Corp., 1520 E. Slauson ·Bh•d., 
of colors, light weight, shatterproof. Los Angeles 43. Calif. 
Ideal for patios, carports, skylight,, . . .. 
monitors a11d sawlooth, fenestration for (10211) Acu st 1 ·Lum1nou~ Ce1~mgs: 
!nctories. Can be ~awed. drilled, naileil. I Complet~y n~w trea~ent 1llumma~es 
Corrnlu:x Division of Libbey, Owen,, ro?1." with di~u~ed _ lii:ht oi·er entire 
Ford Gins~ Compan)', Room 1101, 3440 ce1!mg area. elrm1.natmg sharlo~. i:lare, 

(in 11 western •totes only.) 

(2lla l New oule Steel tud: Major 
impro\'ement in metal lath studs, oule\ 
new -reel ~tuck were developed to give 
architecb, builders stronger, lighter, 
more rompnct stud than rireviou!!.l)' 
a\'Oilabl1-. Ad\'anta{!e~: compact open· 
webb desi:rn, notched for fa..;t field 
cutting; continuou,, flange-; five width•; 
simplilie. in-tnllation of plumbing, wir· 
ing, channel. For steel "tud dutn write 
George Cobb, Dept. AA. oule Steel 
Company, li50 Army treet, ·an Fran· 
ci~co, California. 

STRUCTURAL BUILDING MATERIALS 

(198A l ~ILINITE, a revolutionary new 
chemical for use on porous masonry 
construrtiun. Clear waterproofing com
pound off1•r, long-We protection for 

V (l16a) Fibergla~ (T.~1.Reg. l .. Pat. 
Off.) Building inRulation•-A pplication 
dnta, specifiration~ for in•ularinj? walk 
top floor cei linjl'•, floors over unheated 
space. Comprrssion-packed, long con· 
tinuous roll'<, •elf-contained vapor bar· 
rier. Goes up quickly, le-;s cutting and 
fitting. High thermal efficiency. Non· 
settling, durnblc, made of ageless gla.•~ 
fihen::. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp .. 
Tolrdo l, Obio. 

Wilbhi re Blvd. Los Angeles 5, Calif. while the aco~~trcal baffi~, give l11gh 
' degree ncou<lll"nl correcllon. Lose• 

. r igiditY nt 1400. enahling install:ition 
(3~) Tele~honeo: Information. for ar· below •J•rinl..ler lrPad~ for attractive dee· 
c_lutecu:, hu1l~er• on. te!ephoni- 1n•talh. orati\'e effect:.. Writr for comrilete in· 
lions, mclud~ng bu1lt-1n data.-A. F. torma11011 011 advantai:e,; of price and 
Dufault, Pacific Tele~hone 8. Telegraph eru,e of handling. Luminou, Ceiling .. , 
Compn~y, 7~0 o. Olive t., Los Ange· 11nc., 2500 West North Avenue, Chicago, 
Je,, Cnlifl"rn1a. Illinois. 

I l63u I Pbnt•. Lund ·<'a pin{!, \ur•ery 
( J 89a) N evn mar Laminate: liigb- · Product-: Full color brochure most 
pressure decora1ive laminate uoed ai; comp)~tl' line of planb. includini: rare, 
surfacing material for lasting beauty, tree~. nursery product.• in outhcm 
rc..~i•tance to bard u"llge. Complies with California: fulh qunlified lnnd~caping 
all NEMA qpecifications, auilahle in -c·r"ire. ron-ultation both in field nnd 
wide range pattern·, coloro. "llational in nur<.t'ry: firm ch(l-rn lo landscape 
Plastic Product:; Company, 5025 llnmp ~ix C::.llou,es; be,t ~ource of informa· 
Lon Terrace, Los Angeles, Calif. tiou.-Evanb & Reeves '\jur~crie,;, 255 

Snnth R~rrinl!ton Avenue. Los ,\ni:ele,. 
(219a) Permalite-Alexite Concrete Ag. California. 

ll9a J I) e co rat iv e Gins:>: "Modern 1ze 
Your Home With Decorntive Glass"' is 
tbe title of new !liississipµi Glass Com
pany hooklet featuring actual photo· 
graph~ that show how figured glass 
adds charrm 10 the home; enlivens and 
brightens every room in the how.e; 
makes each radiant with interest; free 
copy on request. - \1issis~ippi Glas.~ 
Company, 88 Anj!elica treer. l. Loui, 
i, l\li~•ouri. 






